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We stand at lite parting of the ways, where the one path leads down the
acclivity to the dark valley of ignorance, and the other climbs upward toward
the pure celestial level of being.
word of encouragement:

For us it is to utter the cry of warning and the

HE TI IAT IIATH EARS TO HEAR, LET HIM HEAR

-

AND BE WISE.- H. P. Blavatsky

THEOSOPHICAL KEYNOTES: --THE MESSAGE

;ii�
�\t(<:il

OF

EASTER*

� HIS is Easter morning and we are gathered here in the truest

sense
of the uMd lo pay fribule lo all that can possibly express the meaning
P'
of Easler-time - the Resurrection. We are going lo forget all our
� worldly cares and misgivings; we must ignore that we ever had a
sorrow or a disappointment or a trial; we must try lo remember that we are
divine expressions of the great Divine Life; and in the thought of Easler-time and
of all its meaning, we must find ourselves close to our highest ideals.
*

It is one of the greatest pities that poor humanity cannot always find itself in
an exalted state, ever working in consonance with its highest aspirations and the
noblest ideals that man possesses. A time like this is, lo me, a very solemn time,
a very beautiful time, when we can evoke from the innermost part of our natures
something quite new, something that will bring home to us the power of the soul
and make us feel more and more that we are essential parts of the great Universe,
and that the future happiness, the future deliverance of humanity, absolutely
depend upon our making nobler and more unselfish efforts.
*

We all know that thought is very contagious, and that the psychological force
of an aggregation of.minds such as we have here can spread far and wide. Possibly
*An address given by Katherine Tingley at Isis Theater, San Diego, Easter morning, April 20, 1919
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we may find also, before we have finished our morning service, that we have done
something jusl a lillle different from uhal other people are doing; that possibly
becau:;e u'c arc here in this theater, which is dedicated lo the unconventional and
the non-dogmatic expressions of Theosophy, the very atmosphere, the Very ideas
and the general spirit of Brotherhood that have filled this theater every Sunday
for more than eighteen years, might manifest in a new way. We all know that
we are mysteries to ourselves, and that we can also be recelations lo ourselves.
And so I have lo unburden myself as lo the conditions that are here and as to the
glorious possibilities that are ours, if we but make the eJlorl lo cultivate the divine
side of our being.
*

It is by contrast that we learn life, and if we look out into the world today,
no malter how far our thoughts may go, we cannot find thal quality of peace which
it has been taught us all down the ages should be our possession, and we have
not that quality of confidence and trust in the divine side of things that should be
ours. We know that there is a great lack of these in the world, and that something
has happened all down the ages to deprive us of our rights - some of our rights
of thinlcing, feeling and knowing. Then the monster, so to speak -Fear of
Death - has always been in our minds fram the time when we received our first
impressions of the meaning of the word. It has haunted us all along the path,
all due to the
in spite of all our efforts to brea.� away from its psychology
half-teachings, the half-truths that have been presented in the name of religion.
*

Thinking of these things there comes before us today Madame Blavatsky, the
great Reformer and Teacher. We can imagine that she is here, and I can fancy
with what eloquence she would appeal lo you; how she would bring your hearts
closer and closer to your divine natures; how she would open the way so truly and
so forcefully that she would make you sec into the future, and thus give you a new
and permanent hope. She had a wonderful power of diction and of oratory; she
u;as indecd a great spiritual teacher. True, she is not here, but we can press our
imaginations into service, and imagination, you know, is the bridge between the
mind and the soul. We can stretch our imaginations and go so Jar back into the
past that we come lo the time before man was on earth, before there was one mani
festation of human life such as we know now. There was Nature in all her
strength and beauty, in all her secret and mysterious power, but it needed another
and grander manifesfotion of the universal law lo bring an added power into
the world, through the birth of the soul - the inner man, and that there might
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be a new expression of divinity through him, working with Nature on lines of
least resistance and bringing him up lo his power of Mastership.
*

That time was hundreds of thousands of years before the lime of }esus; but
al the very dawn of the human race there stepped into the arena of human life
Man in all his mastership, filled, held, controlled, by that divine spark that
marks the higher spiritual side of human nature. Here is the picture. At
the birth of the soul, out of the heart of man, and out of the heart of all the silences
of Nature, came a great song that swept through the Universe. It is not difficult
lo believe this when we realize that even the best human voices that we hear today
carry us away from ourselves, out into the higher realms of thought and feeling,
out into the great symphonies that are yet unheard. We go there in imagination
until we open the door into a new chamber of thought, and lo and behold, we
view realities.
And so these forces, of this Master Man, and all the wonderful Nature
forces, were singing together in the glorious silences. I think it was Elizabeth
Barrell Browning who spoke of "the orchestra of the Silences." There is a great
and wonder/ul meaning in this phrase. When I read it, I knew that our poetess
had trodden her quiet, silent path alone, out into the larger issues, into the great
broad realm of higher thought, away from the personality, and had brought back
into her nature, oul from her very soul such depths of meaning as arc rarely under
stood, except by Theosophists. Only in the depths of our natures, in the secret
recesses and chambers of our souls, can we know the Truth. Then we can set
imagination aside, we can walk into the chambers of the divine man, the Divinity
of Life, and truly live.
*

At that far-away lime, al the dawn of the human race, that glorious song was
echoed throughout the great Universe. It became assimilated with those grand
silences, and has ever been singing through the long reaches of lime. Its under
tones, its overtones, have ever been calling out lo man: Seek thy goal; seek per
fection; march on in courage; live the life; and follow justice and truth and love.
Again and again as the races came and multiplied, that great song, that universal
Song of Life and Peace has again sounded, again echoed, and has been echoed
down through the ages, but interpreted all so differently, according lo man's
environment, his ideals and his religious education. To have real education,
one must make religion all-in-all. It must be a divine life, a divine inspiration 407
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the divine support of life. But, as peoples, we have retrograded; coming down
through the centuries, we have lost the undertones and the overtones of the glorious
message of Easter, and the joy of Nature and of the Master Minds of men who
lived in the consciousness of the Christos Spirit.
*

How many rightly interpret those words of Jesus: "/ am the Resurrection
and the Life"� How many about him at the lime he said those words took them
in the deeper and more profound meaning that I have been speaking of? It was
the universal life, the Christos Spirit in man, that was speaking through Jesus,
and just as far as his disciples and the people since have accepted these universal
ideas, with no thought of creeds and dogmas, reaching out into the realm of the
higher consciousness, moving on unafraid, just so far have they understood that
sublime Easier message. And it is high lime that the humanity of today should
find the deeper meaning of those words: "I am the Resurrection and the Life."
They are not only a great mantram, but they bring home lo us an uplifting answer
lo our pleadings, to our heart-aches, lo our disappointments and our yearnings.
They bring us closer lo our ideals; they give us the power to sway our lives, lo
control them lo such a degree as lo make possible our going forward on the Path
lo which they point,
"I am the Resurrection and the Life."
*

If we are lo reconstruct ourselves - for all spiritual work must begin within if we are lo reconstruct our home-life, our national life, educational systems,
reformalory systems; if we are lo build anew for the benefit of the human race, We
must give a broader interpretation lo all that in the past has pointed lo the way
of man's salvation. We must tal�e the Bible and read it with new fervor and with
a Theosophical insight and understanding. and give lo it a divine inferprcfation
that is, only certain parts of the Bible, for I have not reached that point where I
can call the Bible infallible; but ii holds glorious and splendid truths that were
taught and lived long before the time of Jesus. When that great Initiate, that
Divine Representative, came, he re-slated some of the age-old teachings - lo the
people in parables, but lo his disciples openly - that those who should follow
after him might interpret them in a new way, and might reach the meaning and
intent of his proclamation.
-

*

There is a sacred music in those words: "I am the Resurrection and the Life."
There is in them an inner spiritual meaning that we might understand if we could
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move out into the grand Silences, if we could just believe in ourselves, find ourselves;
if in our moments of silent prayer and aspiration we could deliver our burdens
lo the keeping of the Universal Law. and fi.nd ourselves in mood and intent and
wiih a spiritual love that no words can express, sitting at the feel of the Law of Universal Truth. There is in them new life and hope and joy.
*

In these processes of thought I Janey I startle many, perhaps seemingly
aggressively, but with no intent lo do so; and then there are others who do perhaps
find within the words, or in the tones of my voice, a certain something that bespeaks
my earnestness and my absolute conviction of the truth of these facts that I bring
before you. I know that there is a certain quality lacking from the human mind
in general, so that we as a race are afraid, in a sense. There comes a great fear
sometimes lest we shall have to do something that we never did before! One of the
most dangerous tendencies of the age is a sort of crystallization, a hardening of
conventionalism. We become crystallized in our thoughts and ideas; we become
hardened in our conventionalism, and We leave no room for the soul to act. We
refuse lo acknowledge the soul-life; the divine life we ignore, and so we throw aside
one of the most precious keys to the solution of life - the essential Divinity of man.
*

To steady our thoughts that have been running hither and thither playing
hide-and-go-seek with our lives all these times· that is what we must do; to
sit in silence and find that which is unexpressed, which words can never bring
forth ···so powerful that these great truths will dawn upon us, and we shall
unburden ourselves and throw aside all misgivings, all doubts, all hesitancy,
and never again shall we falter in the pursuit of Truth. We shall seek it because
it is our heritage; we shall seek it because it is our life, it is the panacea of all
our woes; we shall seek it because we can wail no longer.
*

Think, just for a moment, of all the waiting souls on earth today; let your
minds run for a moment over across the water into the environment of the family
and national life that has been so disturbed; see the pictures of despair and
distress that arc in the hearts of those without homes, possibly without shelter.
Without this sustaining Divine Power that I speak of, how do they exist? While
they have not the knowledge of it, yet because they arc essentially divine, because
the spark of Divinity is within every human soul, it sometimes sweeps into
their lives God unexpressed - possibly when they are sleeping, when even
thought is silent, and for a moment they lose sight of the awful pictures through
which they have passed. In the quiet, in the silence, along the paths of Divine
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Service the soul breathes into the mind and into the very being a wee bit of comfort,
just as far as the mind and being are prepared lo receive it. And so they go on,
touched in part by the Divine Spirit, but not consciously built up and sustained
by ii, not realizing its support, its inspiration, its !ife - this is why despair and
hopelessness at limes overshadow them.
*

We must not only think of the people across the waler, but of all, here and
everywhere, in all classes of society and all slations of !ife, from the poorest lo
the richest.from the unlearned lo the learned, from the most degraded (as the world
speaks of them) up lo the most spiritual - from the lives of all there is something
lacking. It is the knowledge of the one great key of Truth that man must have
before he can go forward, before he can realize who and what he is, why he is here,
and what life means - he must have this key before he can interpret the strange
and terrible happenings in the world - the seeming injustices. Then the sublime
truths of the Theosophical teachings of Karma and Reincarnation will dawn
upon bim.
*

Find the life. live it; know the truth of all these things that strain and
trouble and hurt you, and bring you lo points of despair, and you will find them
explained in accordance with the laws of Universal Truth; you will find that
Justice overrules even what seems injustice. This knowledge once attained, I
hold that man can then begin to work on lines of least resistance. It will give
him such strength that he can rejoice al being under the control of these divine laws,
and through his own divine will, day by day, in the different processes of his
experiences, he will journey on, slowly but surely, lo the sunlit heights that we
are all seeking.
*

Each year the Easler morning somehow echoes to us from the mighty and
wonderful past something quite new. It is supposed that humanity, in intent at
least, is growing slowly under the very pressures that I speak of. It is supposed
that there is a lime in the lives of all of us when we shall reach a point of under
standing; and when we reach that point we shall then be able lo attune ourselves
lo the broader and deeper and grander conceptions of all the teachings of the
past in their true meanings as they were given, and bring ourselves lo see that
after all, life is Joy. Life is Joy!
*

You might ftnd a Theosophist in some out-of-the-way mood, possibly
touched by heredity, or an old memory, or disappointment, who would not say
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that Life is Joy: bul the true student of Theosophy, the one who is living in the
consciousness of his divinity, will tell you that LIFE IS JOY; that the sorrows
and disappointments, and allow me to say, even the persecutions, can bring home
to each something new; for it is in the law that man shall he ever changing, ever
growing. These processes of the soul move him about from condition lo condition,
interiorly and otherwise, and the whole great purpose of life is to change, lo grow;
and how can we grow if we do not struggle, and how can we struggle consciously,
how can we meet life courageously, except we know the meaning of Universal
Law, at least as far as if is adapted to our development, except we lcnow the
whys and where]ores of life�
*

Now comes the thought most heauliful lo me, how grandly Theosophy interprets
the idea of death! I have presented the subject many limes to some of you, but it
always has a grander meaning lo me, and is connected with the thoughts that have
been presented today, and with this beautiful Easler morning - this Resurreclion
time. I am sure you will find afterwards, that as the soul passes out, in the
silence, into the new birth, if your hearts are attuned lo the deeper touches, that
soul would say: "I am the Resurrection and the Life! I am the Resurrection
and the Life!" And al such a lime, instead of tears and regrets and pain and
suffering, a great vista must open out lo you, just as it has lo us this morning.
We haoe bridged the gap between the brain-mind and the soul and we are in the
realm of broader thought; we are following the soul out into the NE W; we are
freed from all those trials and difficulties that hold the body. While the body is
going lo dust, the soul is marching on, glimpsing the splendor of the Greater
and the Grander Life afar.

" Prayer opens the spiritual siglzt of man, for prayer is desire, and desire
develops WILL; .

.

. Plotinus recommended solitude for prayer, ... and Plat0

advised those who prayed to 'remain silent in the presence of the divine ones
till they remove the cloud from thy eyes, and enable thee to see by the light which

issues from themselves.'

Apolfonius ahcays isolated himself from men during

the 'conversation' he held with God, .. . .

'When tlzou prayest enter into

thy closet, and when thou hast slzut thy door, pray to thy Father in secret,'

says tlze Nazarene, the pupil of the Essenes.''

�H.P. BLAVATSKY; Isis Unveiled, I 434.
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IS RELIGION MORE RATIONAL THAN SCIENCE?
H. T. EDGE, :VI. A.

;&"''el

HAT exactitude and certainty can only be found within the
limits defined by science as marking its own sphere, and that
all knowledge outside these limits is vague and inexact, is
�
� a heresv which it is most desirable to combat. We may
assume, for the sake of the argument, that knowledge within those
limits is exact and certain, and then we may go on to argue that there
can also be exact and certain knowledge outside those limits. Or we
can go further and say that knowledge even within the limits is not
exact and certain; adding, perhaps, that the inexactitude and uncer
tainty is due to the limits themselves. This second position, which is
taken by H . P. Blavatsky in The Secret Doctrine, can however be left
aside for the time, while we concern ourselves with the thesis that there
can be exact knowledge - even a knowledge that is more exact - outside
the limits prescribed for itself by science.

�

/

��

f&�

Historically speaking, the vogue of physical (and so-called exact)
science came in on a wave of reaction from religious chaos and philo
sophical vagary ; and now there is a reaction tending to seek a greater
certainty in realms beyond those of science. The effect of trying to
monopolize exactitude and reason for the department of physical science
has been that these attributes have been denied to anything beyond ;
and that such things as beauty, truth, faith, spirit, etc., have been labeled
abstractions and non-realities. Hence a philosophy which would tend
to reinstate these essentials of human life and happiness as realities
would be welcome.
An article entitled ' From Science to Religion, ' by Dr. W. R. Boyce
Gibson, Professor of Philosophy in the Lniversity of Melbourne, appear
ing in the Hibbert journal [or October, deals ably with this point. The
writer says :
"For

so me

few years my systematic thinking was mathematically disci plined and bore

a mathematical appearance; till at length, by force of habit and familiarity, I came to identify
systematic thought with thinking in terms of energy and mass, on quantitative lines.
was not that I had any particular passion for these subjects.
at this time, a warmer preference for literature.
might hold the secret of the deeper rea,,;on.

It

On the contrary, I had, I believe,

But it never struck me that the deeper love

Above all, it never struck me that religion mighL

be more profoundly reasonable than Science itself."

This gives th� keynote of his article and must commend itself to all
who may have feared that, in cultivating their aesthetic, moral, or ethical
appreciations, they were risking the adventure upon a trackless ocean
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and leaving behind them the safe anchorage of rationality. They need
have no such fear. On the contrary, as the writer says, they are even
getting upon surer ground than before. He continues by describing
how he obtained a new and clearer conception of evolution than that
which his scientific readings had given him. The idea he had got from
the latter was that evolution proceeded without reference to any end
or goal to be attained ; but now he saw that the meaning of evolution
lay in the end to be achieved. He discovered that
" There really was a sense in which the oak explained the acorn, and, more generally, a
sense in which the later stages of a developing process explained the meaning of the earlier
stages, the latter being but imperfect manifestations of a principle more completely manifested
in the former.

A developing process, a process of life or soul, might then be explained by

reference to its end.

It was not necessary, indeed it was inappropriate, to attempt to explain

the later stages as a complex built up out of the simpler elements into which the earlier stages
could be reduced.

That was the scientific way, and I had now realized that the scientific way

was not the only rational way of interpreting the universe ."

And he came to the conclusion that scientific explanation did not
after all rest on any axioms or necessities of the mind, but on hypotheses
and postulates - on a substratum of assumptions. Science had its
limits ; but philosophy might go beyond those limits and open up an
inner world. This inner world was personal and concerned the self.
It must be studied in terms of purpose and end.
He then points out that, in inquiring as to the Self's reality, we cannot
apply the usual scientific procedure of seeking a sensory proof; for the
Self is not an object but a subject. How can we become aware of our
selves as subjects? Kot by the way of sensation but by the way of in
tuition or self-feeling.
" Inlook must be substituted for outlook, and the point of view of the experiencer for that
of the external spectator. . . .
fact other than the sensory.

I seemed to touch through feeling or intuition an order of

In self-consciousness . . . I seemed to have the consciousness of

a supersensual fact, a fact I could direct l y grasp without the guiding help of sensory symbols."
"We start from the recognition of the Self as real, and real primarily because it is free,- free
to initiate, free to control the body, free in some degree at least to realize itself."

But this freedom he identifies with nwrality and obligation. Obliga
tion has no meaning apart from freedom, and freedom no value apart
from obligation.
"It is only when the 'I can' and the ·Thou shouhorst' form a single whole together that
freedom first has a value.

For not till then are we free to realize ourselves through service.

On the other hand obligation has no meaning apart from freedom. . . .

The central fact of

morality, the fact of duty , is thus closely bound up with our recognition as free agents."

From duty he then passes to the ideal which inspires it. Ideals are
not mere abstractions. I f ideas are forces - as they certainly are ·
the ideals which inspire them must be still greater forces.
Beauty, Truth, and Right, are the three converging rays which he
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sees in the supreme Good. Beauty is a real power, of a deeper and superior
order to the sense which it idealizes ; it is not an illusion, an abstraction,
but a supreme fact. And so with Truth and Right.
But we must cut short our quotations. The author's conclusion is that
"In moving from Science to Religion we are moving not in the direction of unreason but
towards the most fundamental rationality which our human nature knows: the rationality,
primarily, of faith, with its intuitive grasp of spiritual reality; but further of that vitally or
ganized venture of knowledge also, in and through which faith seeks out its own direct in
tellectual expression."

Thinking on quantitative lines, in terms of mass and energy, on a
basis of two-and-two-is-four, has come to be regarded as the only legiti
mate way of reasoning. We find people, when sitting down to investigate
a subject, beginning by ruling out of order certain possible methods of
reasoning, on the ground that these methods are not legitimate and will
therefore lead only to confusion or erroneous conclusions. The validity
of such a policy may well be called in question ; and their opponents may
be justified in resenting such a tying of their hands. For instance, when
studying anthropology, we may be told to dismiss such ideas as that there
is a great purpose working itself out in human history, and to confine
ourselves to ' facts,' after reducing our mind to the necessary condition
by purifying it from all sentiment and ideality. But in actual life, these
factors which we are told to dismiss play the most important part ; and
our ideas and sentiments are far more real to us than are those palpable
objects which science calls facts.
The question is, Are facts limited to those objects which can be per
ceived by the physical senses? And this involves the further question
as to whether there are other senses besides the physical. Clearly there
are, if we give to the word ' sense ' its full meaning. I t means the faculty
by which objects are perceived ; also the act of perceiving. And it is
possible to speak of a thought as an object, and to say that, when we think
that thought, we are perceiving that object by means of a mental sense
faculty. I n the same way, if an emotion is an object, we can speak of
perceiving that emotion by means of an appropriate psychical sense.
In brief, we would not restrict objects to those which are perceptible
only under the form of phyfical space, but would make the meaning
large enough to include all ob]�cts of cognition - that is, not confining it
to objects of cognition by the five physical senses alone. But we must
go further and aver that facts of this higher order are more real than what
science calls facts. Scientific explanations, says our author, do not rest
on axioms or necessities of the mind, but on assumptions and hypotheses.
All candid and competent scientific men admit this, and do not pretend
that their explanations are anything more than a means of formulating
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the palpable laws of physical nature, so that their interrelations may be
studied and practical results achieved. They do not pretend to explain
the causes that lie beyond the veil of perception. Yet such causes must
exist ; and Theosophy takes up the position that there are faculties in
man which can penetrate beyond that veil and view as objects of direct
perception the noumena which lie beyond phenomena. Science studies
phenomena, the objects of physical sense ; but there is a realm of nou
mena, objects of mental cognition, which science does not study, and
cannot study under its present limitations.
The effect of overmuch insistence on the physical aspect of nature
leads to states of mind and policies that impress our deeper senses by
their unreality and repulsiveness. For instance, we may find it argued
that the ways of animals should be studied in the light of cold observation,
and that such ideas as have pertained to older schools of naturalists as that animals are very intelligent, and that kindness to animals is a
duty - must be dismissed from the mind as likely to bias the judgment.
We may well ask which of the two methods of study is likely to bring the
most truth or error : the method by which we regard the animals as
machines, and therefore remove all ideas of love and respect from our
mind, even to the extent of cruelty, while we try to formulate the be
havior of the creatures in terms of laboratory experiments ; or the method
of going out into the woods and fields, sharing the life of the animals,
and studying their behavior on the assumption that they are organized
(animal) souls. There are some who would have us believe that the
former method alone is scientific and rational, and that it alone will lead
to accurate knowledge ; while the latter method is perhaps all very well
in its way, but it is emotional and desultory, and will lead to all kinds of
errors - lovable errors, perhaps, amiable delusions, but still errors not
worthy of a scientific man. But this we flatly deny, saying that the latter
method is better in every way, more rational, more truly scientific ;
and it is that, not although, but because, it is humanitarian and has regard
to the sentiments and aesthetic appreciations.
And see the effect of trying to study religion and antiquities in the
false light. All mythology, religion, belief of every kind reduced to the
level of 'primitive man's ' reactions to physical forces. I t is as though
a philosophy of music were to be devised by people who are destitute
of the sense of music (as some highly cultured people are) . Some people
are so different from the maj ority in their literary sense that they can
see nothing in Shakespeare which prevents them from thinking that
his works might have been written by Bacon - or even that they could
'
have written as good themselves.
I t is indeed necessary to stand forth in defense of Reason. True, it
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may be that, if our foot offend us, we had better cut it off and enter the
kingdom without it; and some people may so have abused their reason
that they cannot trust it any more for awhile. But let us not cut off
our sound limbs, if we have any.
Facts which lie beyond the range of physical science must necessarily
become reduced to unrealities when the attempt is made to represent
them in the terms of that science. Thus all human motives, even the
most lofty and impersonal, appear but as various kinds of selfishness
when we insist on representing them as actions of the personal self. This
is, of course, necessarily the case; and to offer it as an argument against
unselfishness is ridiculous. All the stars and suns appear on the photo
graphic plate as spots ; but that does not mean that they are spots.
In the same way it is only a matter of ingenuity to represent all the
actions of animals as physical or chemical reactions; but that is simply
what they would look like if reduced to that level.
Some of the modern evolutionists tell us that we must not study
evolution with reference to an end in view. This they call 'teleology,'
and are sometimes quite sarcastic and bitter about it. The natural
agents (whatever they may be) are to be regarded as simply feeling their
way blindly in obedience to certain laws inherent in them and to certain
restrictions imposed on them by their surroundings. Thus the results
achieved are casual and unpremeditated. No wonder there is revulsion
from such an absurd idea. No rational idea of evolution can be con
ceived except that which represents it as the fulfilling of a preconceived
phn. If asked to believe that this universe was created by the method
of an imbecile sculptor playing with lumps of clay and filling his shop
with the casual results of his aimless work ; and if further required to
believe that this is the only rational view to take, and that it is the
scientific view, all other views being sentimental rubbish : we shall take
the liberty of rebelling. We shall prefer to believe that the sculptor of
the universe had a plan in his mind before he handled the clay. In brief,
we shall conclude that evolution can be studied with reference to an end
in view, and that in no other rational way can it be studied at all.
Another heresy is that the Self of man is bound by the same necessities
as limit the lower kingdoms of nature. But our author asserts that the
Self is free - free, that is, to follow an ideal. Its path of evolution, its
way of self-realization, lies through a recognition of its obligation to
certain high ideals ; but that obligation is a tie of love (in the true
sense of the word), a yearning of the Self to reach its true home.
Articles like . the one quoted are the more to be welcomed in that
they help to counteract the tendency to a dogmatism and bigotry
more iron-bound and ruthless than any the world has yet heard of.
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PERCY LEONARD

'0� OPE includes both desire and expectation. A gardener may
�.'3 anticipate a killing frost on a cold, clear night ; but being
�n � opposed to his wishes, he cannot be said to hope for it. He
�?� may long for rain in time of drought ; but with a high baro
"'iv@_-. �

meter and a cloudless sky he dare not hope. At last the heavens are black
with low-hung clouds, and now far off the dripping curtain of the rain is
seen sweeping across the fields ; desire and expectation coincide and new
born hope springs into active life.
The actual condition of the world can never be ideal : this is an obvious
truism. The divine idea seeking embodiment in material form encounters
opposition from " that blind refractory force in matter which resists the
will of the Great Artificer. " However plastic and responsive matter may
become it can never faithfully reflect the glory of the divine idea. But we
must not conclude that attainment is eternally beyond our reach. The
universe is indeed " the Everbecoming" ; but level tablelands are periodi
cally gained, each the successive goal of a long upward climb. Yet even
these heights of achievement are only temporary stages, the starting
points for future strenuous ascents.
Much of that which passed current for hope during the last century was
nothing but a pitiful make-believe, a desperate struggle against menacing
despair, heroic perhaps, but utterly without the certitude of clear un
hindered vision, that serene assurance which is the very essence of true
hope. We must all remember a famous picture in which a blindfolded
figure called Hope, crouches in a posture of utter collapse upon a pygmy
world and makes such music as she can by plucking at the sole remaining
string upon her lyre. But Hope should surely stand erect on some tall
mountain's top and from her vantage-point survey a fruitful plain merely
awaiting settlement by the exploring band she leads. Her face should
shine with exultation as she scans the distant scene, far off perhaps, but
full in view and waiting only to be occupied.
Tennyson, that faithful mirror of the sadness of his time, has compared
himself to
"An infant crying in the night;
An infant

crying

for

the

light,

And with no language but a cry ..

-

but no Theosophist would care to accept the simile as descriptive of
himself. He claims his independent manhood and declines to clamor to
reluctant Heaven. He feels the stir of ' the creative word ' within him,
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his heritage from his divine Original, and with unfaltering hope proceeds
to work for human betterment with all the calm deliberation of a master
builder i.vho has duly learned his trade.
And yet in spite of all there is an element of incompleteness and
unsatisfied desire in hope. Whatever good we gain, the best is always in
reserve. The divine unrest which we feel with existing conditions, is proof
that we have caught a glimpse of the design of the Great Architect and
recognise the incompleteness of the growing work. It is this very dis
satisfaction which supplies the motive-povver for Evolution's still revolving
wheel. It is the living impulse ever at strife with dull inertia and the
indolence of satisfied complacency.
In respect of our individual lives, without hope we should all be
incorrigible pessimists. Looking around us for actual accomplishments,
even those who are the most successful see nothing but a wilderness of
incompleted structure - rising columns suddenly cut short ; spacious
halls arched by no roof; foundations with no superstructure ; imposing
staircases leading nowhere. But while the will to build endures, Hope
still looks forward to a temple worthy of a god.
This positive, sustaining, virile hope can only be possessed by those
who believe in causality, and hold that future events are the outcome of
past causes. A man inspired by such a hope is not depressed by dread of
failure, nor does he court a dubious success. He knows the universe is ruled
by law ; that causes perseveringly applied can never fail of their appro
priate result; that what we sow decides the harvest we shall reap.
Hope is much more than the expectancy of coming good. The presence
of hope is an actual possession, a potent force, a gracious influence, an
inner fire dispelling the surrounding gloom. It is itself a cause that brings
about its own accomplishment.
Hope, irrepressible, serene, exhaustless, shines with unfading glory
in a world strewn with the wreckage of the past. Undaunted by her
disappointments Hope still lives on unquenchable, to comfort and sustain
the teeming crowds of living things upon their upward way.
True hope is not an emanation of the mind, a simulated buoyancy,
a man-made antidote to black despair. Those who have it not can never
evolve it, nor would it be of any lasting value if they could, because like all
created things it would have an end as surely as it had a beginning. Hope
springs forever new, and yet it antedates the manifested worlds. Hope is
a universal, cosmic force. I t is like a river running underground in a
dry and thirsty wilderness, it is like precious treasure hidden in a field,
it is like the chime of far-off music that as yet we only faintly hear, it is
something secret to be sought and found.
Hope prompts the lark to weave her lowly nest and tunes her unpre418
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meditated song ; Hope brings the wandering swallow to mud-built home
again over a thousand leagues of trackless sea ; Hope makes the tender
spears of wheat pierce the imprisoning clod, and calls the snow-white
lily-bells from their dark tomb to breathe the freshness of the upper
day. Hope drives the universal wheel of life; and when the universe
sinks into slumber at the coming on of periodic night, unsleeping Hope
broods in the stillness and the dark, and waits to animate and guide
the children of eternal life when the Day shall break once more.
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and larch are dripping,
And over Berry Wood
The low sky is raining,
And Oh, the world is good!

The tops of Ridley Beeches
Are tossed like waves, and straining;
And the Forest is full of Gods,
For it's raining, it's raining!
The Rain-Gods of the Forest,
Busy they are today;
They are very dear and somber,
They are never over-gay.
I saw them, shadowy, glistening,
Through the panes with the rain a-blur:
Dim 'gainst the dark green of the oak
And the gray-green of the fir.
They looked at me with strange eyes,
As though they did not see;
They were intent on forest dreams
While they looked at me.
Mysteriously whispering,
They were hastening away
To the quiet heart of the Forest
Through the green world and the gray.
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By the dark shining hollies,
And the ghostly trunks of the beeches,
They were hastening away quietly
To the Forest's secret reaches.
(ls it Mark Ash, is it Sloden
Where the yews are so somber,
Or is it in Oakley Wood
In the sunny days, they slumber?)
They have business, whispering, now,
With the little ling bloom;
They must talk with the bog-cotton
In the cold, pale gray gloom
Where the fox goes sleek and slim,
Where the badger wanders
When the wizard dusk on the heather hills
Broods and ponders.
They have business, business,
Today and tomorrow,
With the brake-fronds in Berry Wood
And the brown fronds in the hollow.
(The brake-fronds of Berry Wood,

Hush, hush! they mutter;
For they have dreams of the world's youth
They are too proud to utter.)
The bracken fronds where the deer hide,
The harebells and bell-heather,
Are all wild with wonder-dreams
This sweet rainy weather.
They have seen the pale gleam
Of the quiet Gods that love them;
And it's all delight from the sodden turf
To the gray skies above them,
Now the tops of Ridley Wood
Are tossed like waves, and straining,
And the Forest is full of lovely Gods,
And it's raining, it's raining!
International Theosophical Headquarters,
Point Loma, California
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��&if,

an article on 'Personalitv,'
in Pearson's Magazine for
.J
1919, the writer concludes as follows :
"

What eve r you do, believe nothing in regard to the individual's ability to

deve l op an especial and rema rkabl e capacity, unless it is already inherent i n

h i m at bi rth.
thing:

Nature works in no other \\·ay.

It is not true - a passing illusion.

Anothe r

Life cannot do without brains, however much dissociated from beatific virtues t h ese

may be , but these are a gift an d can no more be created here than you can add lo your height
by taking thought.

What life does is to develop and train especial inherent capacities - an

eye, a hand, a t aste, a smell perham.
ciate, unclersta11cl

-·-

But the i n st inc t and the abili ty to fon·know, do, appre

tht•st• thin.gs an· not taught in schools."

The last sentence defines the meaning given to the word " personality"
in the above article : the writer means genius and capacity, as seen in
the Lincolns or Shakespeares or Caesars, which raise men above their
fellows. And these, he thinks, are inborn.
" I t is inexplicable to the individual himself.
he has it. . . .

Diel I make myself?

He does not know where it comes from, why

Diel I fo rek n ow all?

Where so profound an egotist,

even with a minute brain, lo cl ai m as much?

"The tru t h is, all good things arc gifts - a voice, strength of body, vigor of mind, vision,

the power lo lead, as in war, any art, beauty, charm: .

.

.

"We ar e beginning to suspect that there arc ce rtain things which we cannot do - make,
even, as we go along - wisdom, s t rength, genius, or even skill in many fields and professions.
That ability in many realms and forms comes without volition on our part, fate and circum
stance causing it to blaze for us \Vhether \Ve will or no, is becoming, after many volumes of
another kind of mush, rather apparent.''

Probably it was only faulty composition that led the writer to desig
nate his own remarks as " mush"! However, these extracts will suffice
for our purpose.
Let us first ask what can be the purpose of such writings as the above?
The only hint we can discover is contained in the remark that these sad
truths are helpful because men do better when they recognise their own
limitations. But this raises the whole question at issue, for what are
our limitations? And on that point the writer seems to us somewhat
dogmatic - to put it mildly. He certainly lays down the law about the
workings of Nature and the difference between innate and acquired
faculties, between faculties that cannot be developed and·those that can.
This is certainly dogmatism, though it may not be religious dogmatism ;
it is the old doctrine of inherent sin and helplessness, dressed up perhaps
in a more up-to-date and agnostic form, but with the same old tendency that of persuading poor man that he has no divine heritage, that he is
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in the hands of an inscrutable Power which he can neither understand
nor resist, and that he must be humble and thankfully labor on the
few endowments with which it may have pleased that Deity to endow him.
Never believe, he says, that you can develop anything great unless
it has been given you al birth bv this inscrutable Fate or Circumstance.
Trust not the copybook maxims, they are a delusion and a snare.

You

cannot be a Washington or a Lincoln, they were born, not made.

You

cannot create brains if you vYE:re not born with them; all these things are
gifts.

\Ve cannot make wisdom, strength, etc., they come without volition.

Our own reading of the facts of life leads to no such hard-and-fast
conclusion.

Taking the animal kingdom as the type of fixity, in that it

docs not manifest much power of self-development, but remains constant
to type over long stretches of time, \Ye find man to differ therefrom, not
in degree merely, but also in kind.

\Ve find man endowed with a self

conscious mind 'Which is wholly absent from all the animal kingdom;
and this, in our opinion, constitutes a difference in kind, not a difference
in degree, since no animal possesses it in any degree, while no man (not
an absolute idiot) is without it.

This being so, the next question is,

Can any definite limits be set to the potentialities of this self-conscious
mind, this special cndo\Yment of man?

The writer, as we have seen, en

deavors to do so; he allows us the power to modify \vi thin limits whatever
powers have been intrusted to us at birth; but other powers he forbids
us to aspire to.

This then is his vie\Y

that \Ve should hold.

the view which he seems anxious

Our own view is quite different.

Finding the

special attributes of man - those attributes which constitute him man,
the power to contemplate his own consciousness and to change his own
character by act of imagination, aspiration, and will - finding these
attributes to be indrfinitely expansible, indeterminate in their value and
potency, we cannot venture to assign them any limits or to prescribe, for
ourself, much less for our neighbor, what he may reasonably aspire to
and what not.
The writer appears to have committed himself to a doctrine of pre
destination, providing for a division of mankind into the elect and the

condemned.
he says.

Hope not, or, if you prefer it, recognise your limitations,

Washington and Lincoln were elect; not so thou.

:\"ow it may

be admitted that, as a fact, the majority of mankind in this age arc of
the mediocre type that docs not progress to any marked degree;

yet

it is reasonable to argue that this state of affairs is due to that very kind
of pessimistic, discouraging, dogmatic preaching, of which we hold the
present article to be an instance.

If, as the writer says, certain high

qualities are not t aught in the schools, then, "So much the worse for the
schools; these things ought to be taught in them," say we.
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I f i t i s possible to teach men, whether under the name o f

religion, science, o r agnostici:o:m, that they cannot progress beyond certain
arbitrary limits, so i t is equally possible to teach them that they can.
And the result of such teachi11g will be that a very much larger proportion
of people will rise above the level of t he medi ocre and enter the ranks o f
prolific genius.

In short, we assert the b e l i e f that the inherent special

capacities in all m�n are not finite and l imited. but infinite and unlimited,
and that the extent to which these capacities are called into play depends
to a major extent on the kind of education �md teaching that is accorded
to the youth of a race.
It i�; of course only too obvious t hat the writer ' s view of human life
is so meager as to afford no adequate basis for a logi c a l philosoph y.

All

he can see is human souls entering upon i n c arna t i on cnclm-.-cd with various
qualities and various d egree�, of abili ty, and \\ it huut cn\y reason, as far
as }1e ca n see, except that an i nscr utabl e and arbitrary Deity called
Nature or Chance or Circumstance has \v i l l ed it so.

In this \· iew, hurn<m

life becomes a ho1:el1�ss enigma altogether, and there would seem to be
no object in effort at all.

HuKe

we sha l l not attempt to construct a

philosophy of li fe upon so narrow a n d un certain a basis.

\Ye can only

state the truth t hat the real m an within the earthly tenement

the

Soul - is not limited by the duration of the se venty years constituting a
single incarnation ;

and that this gives the key to the entire problem .

All men are treading the same path of self-evolution, but not all have
reached the same point.

The fact that some men ·were born with greater

capacities, riper experience and self-mastery, than others, points to the
conviction that the Souls which incarnated at their birth had achieved a
further point in the progress which the 1\hJle human race is m aking,
individually as well as collectively.
It may be true that I shall not find energy or time sufficient in thi s
l i fe to enable me to develop certain powers in which I find myself deficient ;
but there is indefinite time before the Soul.

I t seems to me that the

only factors necessary to my development are time and the power of
independent will.

B y the mere accretion uf time and patience I can

multiply small degrees into mighty steps of progress ; and at any moment
I may, by the exercise of faith and aspiration, greatly increase my rate
o f progress.

For I hold that faith i s an indeterminate power, capable of

raising a man at any time to unforeseen heights.
It is my belief, as a Theosophist, and as the result of many years'
testing o f l i fe in the light o f Theosophy, that every man is endowed
with an infinite ppwer of self-developmen t , but that mankind has been
kept back for ages by teachings which tend to kill his faith in his own
divinity and to discourage all effort.
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teaching, marvels can be accomplished. Perhaps the writer would say
that such a teaching amounts to inspiring men with vain and delusive
hopes, thereby turning them into futile visionaries and destroying their
practical usefulness ; but I claim that the inherent divinity of man is a
fact, and that. in telling men of it and inspiring them to recognise it,
we arc not deluding them with false hopes but showing them the true
path of l i fe.
In place of the exhortation with which the writer concludes, and
which stands first in our quotations from him, we would place this :
Never believe that your innate capacities are limited by your own pessi
mistic vievv of yourself, or by the dogmatic assurances of others. How
can you know wherewith you were endowed at birth? The only way
you can tell what is in you is by seeing what can come out of you.
" Lives of great men all remind us
\Ye can rnakl' our lives sublime "

is not a pious fraud of the copybooks ; it is a truth, and the human in
tuition declares it such, in spite of all the efforts of those who would have
us think otherwise. And those great men did make themselves ; their
qualities were not gifts of an arbitrary and senseless Nature ; they were
qualities for which these men had toiled and aspired. Choose now
whether you will be a helpless tool of inscrutable powers or a Man holding
the reins of destiny and wielding the real and actual powers of love, faith,
will, aspiration. Believe not that birth begins the life of your immortal
Self, or that death ends it ; and strive on in j oyful aspiration, with all time
before you ; and with an infmite power behind you so long as your aspira
tions are consecrated to service and not sacrificed on the altar of selfishness.

PRACTICAL

ID EAL ISM

R. lVIACIIELL

�l'j'!'l 'i)B�
tJ
i
��"\\

\YONDER how many people would admit that they are
impractical? Nothing is more common than to hear speakers
.·.� denounce others as unpractical dreamers or id �alists ; ancl
�LPJ& one must suppose that they have some foundat10n for their.
charges ; but none of those concerned seem willing to indorse the
accusation.

�

It would seem as i f each one accepts some standard of reality by
which to measure his own actions as well as to test the practical value
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of the efforts of others ; and that this standard is the expression of his
or her own personal limitations and peculiarities : for reality is only
measurable by the standard of intelligence. That is to say, no one can
accept as real that which is to him wholly unintelligible. That which
transcends intelligence may be accepted by faith : but faith is different
from understanding, in ordinary parlance ; and intelligence is usually
taken to imply understanding. Keither faith nor intuition depend upon
reason ; yet both are aspects of the higher intellect : but as they deal
with ideas they are not generally considered necessary or even useful to
a ' practical ' man, whose constant effort is to find a material expression
for ideas. He employs his energies in realization of ideals, but is generally
inclined to look upon those ideals as pure abstraction s, unrealities, until
he has given them solid form or practical expression. Then they become
real, in his eyes.
But to the man who has any sort of ' vision , ' or faculty of visualizing
thoughts, those abstract ideas were realities, such as lie behind a ll the
illusive forms in which they find temporary expression. To him thoughts
are things, and ideas are the realities that ensoul thoughts : whereas the
visible, tangible, material things produced by thought are but emblems
of ideas, the outer clothing that conceals the inner reality.
When the ' practical ' man gets to work and makes a stir in the work
shop then he feels that ' something is doing ' : but when the thinker is
at work he may seem to be doing nothing. Then he is called a dreamer :
and it might be a difficult thing to say how far the charge was justifiable.
The difference between the dreamer and the thinker is j ust about the
same as that between the worker who is really ' doing things ' and the
dilettante who is amusing himself with a plaything or a hobby.
The philosopher is apt to look upon all ' practical ' work as little more
than the riding of a hobby-horse. He sees reality only in ideas, which
are the moving power in things.
It is probable that reality is always looked upon as a self-supporting
fact. and that the test of its genuineness is different in each class of
minds or in each temperamental group. So that even among practical
people there may be the widest divergence of opinion as to the bounds
of reality, whilst in the ranks of the thinkers the term seems to be the
only fixed thing associated ·with an infinity of floating theories and
sneculative fancies.
At such a time as this, when the whole civilized world is seething with
a craving for reconstruction, people who want to do something for their
fellows are at a loss to know which way to turn their energies, because
they have no dear idea of what is really wrong with society, nor of what
is the real foundation on which to build. There is a pretty general sus429
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p1c1on that the old standard s o f reality have hrokcn dow n .

There is a

gro',ving feeling tha t some fa ctors of importance to civilization have been
overlooke d , and a conviction that a new basis must be found for the
establishment of peaceful re1ations between

i ndi','iduals and nations.

Even the m os t practical people show signs o f a disposition to thi n k ,
a n d to in a uir e into causes :

they seem t o b e awaking t o the fact that
When they merely w ish to p atch up

the old r em e d i e s are out of elate.

the machinery and giYe it another trial, they find that there are new
devices that w i ll not fit the old works, and tha.t only make matters worse.

The nevv devices belong to another ap:e, ancl it has b ecome necessary to
understand the new age.
\Vhere is the key to the problem to b e found ?

w ays has been .

There where it al

In the "\Visd om-Eeligion, that has for l on g been called

Theosophy, which is as old

as

humanity, and to which at the close

of �very age or c y c l e of eYolll tion hu m a n it y must return for guidance
and for light upo:1. t1:1e path of evolufr m , as wdl a'" for knowledge o f the
funcbment<ll principles of reconstruction. to cna ble U1em to build a road
w her eon

the n ations may travel t o t hat

W hen men come

to

understand

new age th;:it forever is d awn i ng.

that every civilization falls into

clccav, that e\Try religion grows ol d , that every standard of reality is
temporary. t hen thc1: : ir e not ahmnecl at the s [gns that foreshadow the

close of

an

epoch : and they

can

go fon\ ard C<llmly into the n ew age,

undisturbed in spirit by the chctotic condi tions that accompany such

For they will rea lize that behind the con fu sion lies the solid
foundation of Truth, with i ls ancier,t hierarchy of G r ea t Souls eternally
pled ��ed to the sen-ice o f hum a n itv. From t h ese can be heard the Word
of \Yisdom, that runs round the world before the dawn of a c ycle, awaking
a change.

currents o f thought that stir the thinkers, and that let loose the creative
powers \Vorking for peace and harmony.
It i s from these Teachers of Man that come t he periodic revelations
: or u n ve i lin g ) of eternal nri tics, w h i c h are in turn the seed o f new
religions, r.. ew science, ne\v p hil os o ph y.

All of vvbich new th ing s are only

new in the same s en se as that in which we speak o f the dawn of a new
d ay .

But a lso i t is true that each day is new and brings with it new
opportunities.
Tru tb is neither nevv nor old, i t is Eternal. The new
day comes into the domain of Time from the bosom of Infinity.

And

t he new a ge is not a mere repetition of the past, it is ::i new cxmession of
Eternal Energies.

So that the key t o the new ciYilization is a new form

of the eternal Word, forever lost, even in the fin ding.
I t is not enough to rearrange the ideal s of the passing age.

There

are new thoughts born from the vibration of th e Spoken Word, and these
new thoughts embody eternal Truth.
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turn to thr:> new revelation of the ancient Wisdom and learn tl1e simole
lessons that embody world-renovating i dec:s such as the assertion that
" Brotherhood is a fact in .\'::1ture. "
At the commencement o f t h e Christian era :1 teacher told his followers
that the essential ne ces si ty of life was to " love one another. " But the
founders of the new religion knew better. and we reap the consequences
of their wisdom in th discord of a premature dissolution of our civiliza
tion, and the collap::-. e of t he edifice their successors erected by violence
and intolerance.
The civilized nations consider themselves hi1�bly ccluc<1ted because
illiteracy is reduced and because reading is a popular distraction. But
in the higher sense. it may almost be said that modern instruction in
schools and colleges is opposed to education. Tbe latter is a process of
drmci1z[!, out i11 !1 ermt farn!ties. and it i s an aid lo evolution. The former
is an attempt to inject ready-made ideas. and to im part information,
which may even, in un wi se hands, he made a process of destroying the
reason and blinding the intuition. This makes th'.:' mind retentive of
theories and formulae but inc2pable of appreciating pri n c ipl e s or of
applying spiritual ideas to materiai n eccssi i-ics. That is to say, modern
education makes the student unable to fi n d Truth in his own soul and
to translate that higher wisdom into practical rul es of life.
" Love one another. " That seems too simple and childish for a modern
scientist to take it seriously . Perhaps if it were translated into Uw
jargon of his particular ' science ' he m i ght find it interesting. But this
false education t oo often destroys t b e p ow er uf the mind lo grasp the
key of simplicit y, which is t h e birthright of genius. Simplicity is the
last word of ·wisdom, in Science, Philosophy, or Art : and it is invariably
despised by the lmver mind, which revels in compkxity, and prides itself
on elaboration of detail .
But the climax that bas come upon civilization bas thrown men hack
on first principles, and many are for the first time trying to find out what
those principles arc. Fate, Chance, and the \Yill of God. have had their
clay, and thinkers are now looking for real principles that are something
more than theories, dogmas, or Sl� c c u l <1 tiun s . It is of the utmost im
portance that they be sa\·ed from fre mistakes of their ancestors who
held on to some form of \YOrds and m ade of it an article of faith, which
still survives as an obsession in the minds of some of their descendants.
Therefore the old tead�ing of Tl:eosophy l\vhic h is n0t old , but eternal ) .
that " Brotherhood is a i2.ct in l\c.ture," must be brought down from the
shrine in which it has been so long irr:mured and be given its place in
human life as a reality.
The practical man \vants to see results. To get them he must plant
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causes ; they are inseparable : and the most truly practical is he who
can recognise a principle when he meets one, and who will immediately
make it active in his own life. When that is done something real has been
accomplished, something practical, something that has life in it and that
will produce results of similar nature elsewhere.
This is the practical work that Katherine Tingley has been doing for
the last nineteen years at Point Loma, and this practical work includes
the highest kind of idealism ; nay, it demands it. Ideals are like 1vater
that must be poured out and kept flowing to retain its virtue. The
water is fresh or foul and yet in its essence it is eternal ; so it is with
Truth - it must be applied if it is to become a working reality in life.

RECONST IT UT ING

REL IGION

MAGISTER .i\RTIUM

�l�ir)) � T is not possible for humanity to continue for any considerable

ifi'\}15lll'l»
\� .

time.� without religion. Religion is a primary need of man's
na �ure ; he is so constituted that religion is a necessity for
him. A full definition of religion being impracticable within
briei limits, it becomes necessary to use partial definitions, adapted to
the immediate occasion ; accordingly we may define religion for the
present occasicm as being the belief in a guiding power superior to the
ordinary human intelligence. Such a belief is rendered necessary by
the curious fact that our mind is conscious of its own limitations. The
human mind is at once capable of philosophizing about life and about
its own natu . e>, and unable to reach a conclusion that will satisfy it unless it postulatr?" the existence of a n intelligence superior to it. I t
i s this superior intelligence that i s usually meant b y the word ' God. '
�"

�.)p�

Questions a s t o the nature o f God may b e postponed temporarily,
while we ask a preliminary question. That question is, Whether there is
or is not in man himself an intelligence superior to his ordinary intelligence.
Theosophy answers this question in the affirmative . . Every man has
within him a spark of the great I ntelligence whose workings we see
everywhere in the universe ; in much the same way as every man has
within him a spark of Nature's vitality, constituting his own individual
vitality. In this view, it appears that the divine spark in man is an
intermediary between the mind of man and the universal Intelligence ;
so that we approach a knowledge of things divine through the intimate
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study of our own nature, and may expect to find light on problems which
the unaided mind is incompetent to solve.
Religion is reborn among men from age to age, for the human spirit is
a perpetual lamp, and the failure of all lesser lights serves but to reveal
anew its shining. We may read in history how the translation of the
Bible burst as a herald of joy and light upon peoples that had long been
starving on outworn traditions . Later on this enthusiasm became out
worn ; but we have rediscovered the still more ancient scriptures of
many other lands, thus greatly broadening the base upon which we
can build. In general, mankind has vastly broadened its ideas by the
extension of its intercourse \Vi th living peoples, as also with the peoples
of antiquity. One result of this broadening is that we are becoming
aware that much more enlightened views as to the nature of God and man
have prevailed in the world than those views upon \vhich our own im
mediate ancestry was nourished.
The part which Theosophy has played in familiarizing men's minds
with these more enlightened ideas is well known. In seeking for what is
universal in religion, we can find nothing more general than the teaching
that man himself has a spark of the divine Intelligence, which is his
path to knowledge and his guide in life . It is this teaching that is revived
from age to age, whenever it tends to die dovm through human weakness
or to become obscured by a weight of doctrinal interpretation.
It is within the depths of his own nature, then, that man must look
for light. And not only must he look for conscience but for wisdom and
knowledge also. This latter point is apt to be overlooked. In our an
cestry we find that the religious quarrels of the seventeenth century gave
rise in the eighteenth century to a reaction, whereby people lost faith in
religion altogether and became cynical. They found relief in science,
which sprang up at that time. But this pursuit of knowledge was re
stricted to the physical world. Subsequent waves of religious enthusiasm,
like that of Methodism, bad no connexion with this desire for knowledge.
Thus have the aspirations of human nature been divorced from one
another.
Man ought to expect from his own higher nature, not only the impulse
to do right, but the wisdom to see how to do it . Religion in its true sense
is not merely emotional and deyout, not merely a creed and set of for
mularies, but it is a Gnos is, a knowledge, a diYine science. This it has
been in antiquity ; but this it has not been in recent ages. Yet the time
must come for it to be so again.
The time has come, and Religion is being re-established on the old
sure basis - on the light communicated to man through his divine
nature - on conscience and intuition. Thus will be avoided the opposite
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poles o f reliance on tradition and dogma on the one hand, and reliance
on the physical scnsc:-o on the other.

\Ye h a ve only t o look back through

the history of our race to see how the human mind has expanded and
broken new grou n d from time to time ; and thus we can anticipate that
the process will be continued and that ne\v knmvledge, new resources,
will open up.

Such changes come about through a gradual quicke:1ing of

the nature and intelligence of the mass of peopl e : and this quickening is
preceded by the power[ul efforts of pioneers, who stand i n advance o f
their time a n d perform l aborions and unappreciat;:'d work for fuLure
gen er a ti on s.
The future of religion is a topic that en ga ges the interest o f many
pens and voices.

There is general a greement tbat, while old forms must

go, the spirit will rema i n and will even be greatly enhanced.

.:VIuch

resistance is of course to b e expected from infiuences that :otrive to keep
t hings as they are ;

influences that dread chanp:e ; influences which fe el

their reign threatened by pro11:ress.

This kind of opposition the work of

Theosophy has to encounter con tinuousl y ; and the stren:�th of the opposi
tion is the measure of the genuineness of the Theosophical w o rk .



But

spiritual forces grow in proportion to the rcsist;mcc they encounter.
As long as we remain loyal to truth, falsehood will destroy itself by

its own momentu m .

The same opposition is met b y each of u s i nd ividu a l l y

when \Ve begin reforms in our own character :
fear change rise up agail'.:� t our endeavor:::; .

t h e forces i n u s \vhich

I n the world it is the same

thing on the large scale.
The world needs, j ust nmv esp e c iall y , a b od y of people who will hold
together loyally in support of the principles inculcated by Theosophy .
Such a body will be a n anchor in the storms an d conflicting ti des
lighthouse amid shifting beacon s

.

,

a

Each member of it must be staunch

to his own higher nature, realizing that he can only influence others
for good in proportion as he m3kes l: eachay in :)el f-mastery.

The Theo

sophical teachings are intended to en ab l e us t o do this, not for our amuse
ment or to gratify ambition .
People of cultivated and sensitive nature are bound to suffer so long
as they go on the theory that they can live their li fe as a separate unit
without regard to the interests of the generality.

Such people will inevi

tably find themselves drawn by their ov;n aspirations and desires into
obligations th at coafiict 'With their personal desire for ease and gratifica
tion.

They will have to re<1lize sooner or l a ter th3t man is not separate,

and that the purely personal idea is artificial and cannot be maintained
beyond a certain stage of development.

Religion can be defined as the

recognition o f ciur oneness ·with humanity, and as the formulation o f
those laws which define the relation of the individual t o the wh ole .
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people have lately had forced upon them the idea that their personal
rights must bend before larger ideas of right when occasion demands it.
They have thus been enabled to see that what they claimed as personal
rights was in reality held only by favor of their membership in a com
munity; and that they exercised these rights on the tacit assumption that
corresponding obligations might at any time be demanded of them.
The same thing is true universally : we cannot claim pri\-ileges that are
inconsistent with obligations ; and what we eni oy as members of the human
family we must stand ready to requite by the duties entailed on us by
that membership.

Religion is the recognition of the common bond and

the study of the la1Ys that govern it.

A broader conception of religion

extends it to the whole human race and oversteps the limits of sect and
nation.

But the common factor of hum�mity is not to be sought in his

physical nature merely, but in his spiritual nature.
rather than down.

We must level up

To unify mankind on the basis of his common physical

nature would be to prune off all growtl:s and reduce mankind to the mere
stem.

It is an inclusive uni t y that \Ve \\ant, not an exclm:iYe one.

Theosophy has shown what Clre the true fundamental principles of
religion, and has C!Ctcd as a le�n-en in the lump of human thought.

The

presence of its ideals in the world at this j uncture is of the highest import,
because it will make possible a reconstruction upon better and surer lines.
I t is sometimes remarked by historians that changes seem to come
over the order of society suddenlv, but that a closer examination shows
that the changes had been preparin g all the while, lwt had so far lacked
an opportunity of expressing themselves.

Existing forms of government

and social institutions had held Lhings fixed in the former mold ;

yet

all the time there \Yas a change in the spirit of men, and thus a state of
strain existed.

Then came some sudden upheaval - a war, a revolution

and society, temporarily dislocated, re-formed itself on new lines.
same thing occurs in chemi�;try :

-

The

a solution may remain in an O\'er

saturated condition until a slight shock is given, when the whole springs
at once into crystals.
The world has just received a dislocating shock ; and in setting itself
again, it will not set in the same mold as before,

A condition of strain

had existed, clue to the spirit having outgrmvn the form.
will determine the set of the ne\Y form.

Now the spirit

l lere then vYe see the im portance

of a work like that of Theosophy, which has been m aking such great
changes in the thoughts and opinions of men ;

for these changes are

bound to register their impress on the coming order of things.
It is more than likely too that variance of opinion and perplexity "will
induce people to find in Theosophy that certain basis which they will
fail to discover else\vhere.

For Theosophy can certainly point to some
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very definite and positive factors which it has introduced into the re
sources of our minds. The teachings of Reincarnation and Karmrl are
of course prominent among these. Truths, such as these are, cannot be
mentioned at all without producing conviction in many minds not strongly
prejudiced or inert ; and they have surely leavened the whole of modern
thought since they were proclaimed by H. P. Blavatsky.
It may then be claimed that Theosophy has both leavened the modern
spirit and also given form and meaning to \vhat was already \YOrking in
that spirit. It has laid the foundations for a renewal of Religion in the
true sense. If there is truth in the doctrine that individual freedom will
lead to harmonious progress, that truth is surely dependent on the condi
tion that individual conduct be ruled by high principles. Indi,·idual
freedom to grind one's own axe regardless of other people's interest is one
thing ; and individual freedom to follow principle is another. We must
diffuse a knowledge and acceptance of those principles, so that people
will come to see that those principles are laws of nature that cannot be
violated with impunity, j ust as the laws of health are inviolable . Thus
Religion will be the general recognition of certain immutable laws of
man's higher nature ; and the profound and luminous teachings of Theo
sophy will be found to be, not entertaining and unpractical specu
lations, but simply the warrant and interpretation of our conscience.
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C. J. RYA'.\J

""-�n:u9 HE

Greeks, like so many of the nations of antiquity, attached
the greatest importance to the proper burial or cremation
of the dead. I t was considered a serious misfortune for a
p
� body to lie exposed to the elements or neglected after death.
The Greeks did not compete with the Egyptians in their care of the
remains ; they never mummified, and their funeral ceremonies were less
elaborate, but from what has been ascertained in various ways it is clear
to the student of Theosophy that their funerary practices \Vere derived
from the same source of once-universal \Visdom as those of the Egyptians,
though they were perhaps farther removed.

�

/

��\il

0\ving to the apparently contradictory statements of Greek writers,
scholars have been bewildered as to the actual beliefs of the Greeks con
cerning the future state of the soul. This is due partly to the modern
point of view which, when it is allowed to believe in the existence of
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the surviving soul at all as separate from the bodily organism, regards
it as nothing but the ordimiry personality - Mr. Smith or Mrs. Jones
of everyday life � minus the corporeal vehicle it has used ; and partly
to the care ·with which the poets avoided committing the real secrets
they may have learned through initiation in the Mysteries to writings
which anyone might reacl. Yet it is not so difficult to read between the
lines when the key is known, and it will be found that enough was given
in plain language to satisfy thoughtful minds.
Homer and other poets tell us that Hades is filled with hosts of
shadowy ghosts, eidolons, leading a dreary existence. They are powerless,
almost senseless, phantasms of former men of strong intellect and physical
vigor, their strength and passions only renewed temporarily by the
vapor of the sacrificial blood-offerings. Homer describes the shades of
Agamemnon and other heroes of the Trojan War living in Hades in the
memory of the past, looking forward to no future. The Shade was not
supposed to return from Hades once the funeral rites had been properly
performed, yet food and drink were offered at the tombs of the departed
as a matter of course, as if the spirit lingered there in some form ! This
has puzzled the investigators. Furthermore, how are we to reconcile
the dreary Hades \Vith the equally well-established belief that the heroes
and the virtuous, who were supported by what they had learned in the
Mysteries, went to the Isle of the Blessed, the Elysian Fields, where
all was joy and peace ; and that there were even happy regions in Hades?
In the Hcaven-\vorld,
" There 1 i fe flo\\"S on in easy

course,

There never snow nor rain

Nor w i n t er tempests vex the land ;
But Ocean sends amain
Fresh Zephyr breezes breathing shrill
To cool th'untroubled life .

.

.

.

" -Odyssey

In marked contrast to the gloomy idea of Hades we frequently find
representations of the deceased supping with the Gods on ambrosia
and nectar.
A learned writer, in commenting upon Homer's Hades as described
in the Odyssey, declares that the Greeks were scandalized by the notion
that Hercules could be languishing in Hades, and asserts that an inter
polator added the famous passage which describes the hero enjoying the
delights of the Upper World among the Gods. This suggestion is un
likely, and if the Theosophical teachings were better known it would be
seen to be unnecessary. The reader who wishes to learn how Theosophy
clears up the obscurities of the fragments of Greek thought about the
soul that have come down to us, will fmd what he needs in The Key to
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Theosophy (pp. 96-97) by H. P. Blavatsky,
that follow are taken :
-

from

which the few quotations

t h e i r great ka:·ning not \Y i t h standing,

" . . . your t ranslators,
so p her s

PATH

h�l\"C made of t he p h ilo 

t he G re e k s esp e cia l l y -- l!!isl-1' i iio; t e ad of rny:; , i c writer'i. . . .

Plutarch divides

[ t he conv:ikx nature o f 111 a n ] i • 1 to t h re,_· groups, and makes o f the b o d y a co mpound of physical

frame, astral shadoti', ai1d /Jrer1//1, ur the t r i ple lmn:r part , \\'hi ch · from ea rt h
to l' a rt h rl' l u rn s ' ;
fro111

_

.

.

and

llih

t a ken and

.,f the mid d l e principle and t hl' i11sti11clua/ ,,oul. the second part , derived
i n iluencL·cl by, t he mo on : and o n l y o f t he higher part or t h e S'j; iril11al S'o11l

l ' VlT

( Bwldh i i , w i t h t h e Jlmic :md mri11asic ell·mcn�s i n i t , does J-w m a ke a direct emanat ion of the
Sun, \\ ho st amh; here for To A t;al//011, t he Supre : n e Dei l y .
further as follows :

" ' Null' o f t he d eat h s we die.

t he one makes t l\O of thn:e, and t h e other one of [out o f ] t wo .

The forml'r i s i n t he region and j uri :;clict ion o f Demete r :

t c r i c s , n'io.<Zv, resembled t ha t giYcn t o cll' a ! h .
t rw d ect'ased sacrl'd to Demeter.

Tlfr., is pru\·en by \\ hat he say s

n \ n ' T a l'.

\\ hence t h e na me: gi v e n t o t he l\ l y s 

T h e: A1 h c n i <J 11 c.; abi hereto fore ca l led

.\ s for t he oi licT d c ;i t h , it i s i n the; moon or rl'gion oi' Pcr

seplrnnc. '
" Herc von have o u r doctrine, \\ h i ch :-d 1m1 s

m : 1 11 a s!'j1!rnrn 1' d u ri 11 1..: l i fl' ; a r1 11i11/i/e j ust a ft e r
t h redolcl Ego, Spi ri l Snul and c" i1 isci < Jc\ � 1 1 ""'· i n /Jtwlf'lir111 . This
separa t ion, first i n ' t h t• 1\kad()\'; s o f l !ark·: , ' a ' P i 11 t arch calls t h e J\.fi11w!ok11, t h en i n De1·ac han,
was part and p2rc'c'l o f 1 l i1· p1Tfonnanc;·s dut iii..: tlw s�1cried '. l yot erie-;, \\hen t he candidates

d ea t h , in E. �1 m a lok a :

and a

for in it iation enzictl'd the 11· bole drama of cleat !i �:1 1 d n·,;urreclion a:' a u;lorificd spiri t , b y w hich
name we mean Co11scio11s11ess . "

Of late i t has be2n more than suspected that the Orphic Mysteries
contain a truer version of the real beliefs of the Greeks than the popular
mythology of the anthropomorphic Olympians. The myth of Orpheus
is designedly allegorical, as we know from many ancient vffiters. For
instance, Proclus says :
" The Orphic me t hod aimed at reYcal ing divi ne thin;.;s by mean,; of :;ymbob, a rnc: t hud
c haractcrist ic o f a l l writer s on divine wi sdom . "

About forty years ago eight golden tablets were found in Italy and
Crete, dating from the third or fourth century B . c . , and containing
Orphic Instructions for the soul in its j ourney through the Underworld
and a Con fession of Faith. In ger:eral tone they strongly resemble the
Egyptian Book of the Dead, which is a " guide-book " for the journey
through the perils of the Egyptian Hades to the abode of the gods.
Professor Maspero, in 1Vew Liglzt on A n cient Egypt, says :
• · The ancie n t C n".:ks admitted t h at they mYcd

wme

of t h e demenb of t h e i r civilizat ion

to the great n a t i on ,; o f Llic East, to the E gy p t i a n s i n particular.
resemblance of t he

tll'o

.

. .

Foucart shows that the

,t;orld L•ose:.; ', tht' El� usinian Ilemeter and bis ' i s not accidental.

must be sought in t he de p t h s o f t lw ir nawre .

.

_

.

but

Tl1e cluubk' be11elit she has conferred . . .

the invent ion of agricul t L1re, and the initiation i n t D my:<tt:ric':; th;1t. ;,s:;urcd them h a ppiness i n

the other \\'orld.

The revelatio:1s made to t he l\C'.' >;1hylcs cum;i·c tcd o f three elements

-

a

drama performed d u rin g the vigils of i ni t ia l ion, objects shm\'n to t he m , and formulas taught
t o them.

The words o f the hicrophanls haYe not been presen·ed . but the Orphic documents
'
The Orphics d<:: posilecl engra\·ecl plates \\'i t h the secret instr u c t i o n s

furnish an equi\'alenl.

for the descent into llrulrs.

Hades, a n d near it a w h i le

For i :1 st an c e :

c yp re , s ;

Yuu "·ill find a spring on the left i n the dfJlnains o f
you ll' i l l n o t approach that spring. Y o u \Yill find another
·
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which h as i t s source in t h e lake '>f rr;emury, a n d gua rcl im1s stand i n front of i t . Then say :
" I am the Child of t he E a r t h and of t he St:1rry S k y , h u t knrrn t ha t my origin is div-ine. I am
clcnmrcd by and perish w i t h t h i 1·, t : '" i \ t' ll! t : , \\ i t hout d e l a y , t he fresh \\ atcr that flows from the
lake of memor y . " A l so he has 1 0 sa y : " l 'urt" and issued from what is pure, I corm: tmvards
thee, Queen of I-fa des, ilild ( < m a d s nm. E u k lc·s, Euholeus. ;ind t mY a �d s you a l l , i m mortal gods,
"
for I boast of belonging l o yo ·.lr race . . . . '
" The resemblance t <> t l H · E_c y pl i : ; n chapll
s t riking.

;-,

\Yhich gaye entrance to the gods' domain i s

Li ke him whu \Vac i n i tia t ul i n t u t l1L' Eleu-,inia11 1\hsterieo, the E 1.•, yptian dead per

sonage cncountf.:'rccl dangerous or :<1Ln ary s�1ri11gs o n h is \Ya y , a� \\·ell as inon s te r s �shorn he
pacified hy h i s sing·i ng: h e \Yent L hrous.d1 op:v�Cl' cl:trl-:_ 111:-·:.;·< and at lctst reached fert il e i slands,
brilliant \\' i t h l i gh t . the mca,!ou-,, u l s11·,•r·i njn:>ss, \\llt'r(' h i ,; nn,;ler, Osiri'.;, offe··ed h i m a nea-:·eful
a,;ylum on conditifJn of rept:a l i n c: t h,· p:; ;,y;()rcl . "

O f course, i n both Egyp t :an and Greek belief. after a l ong stay i n the
Heavenly '\Vorld the soul returns to ear lh, resuming its persornil embodied
condition and forgetting its divinity in most cases.

This alternation of

rest and activity continues until the individual, by his own exertions. has

It is a remarkable

transcen ded mortality a nd h:.1s at tained nerfect ion .

- leaders of

fact, proving how difficul t it is fur a certai n order of minds

to at tach importance to umvelcome ideas,

thought and scholar3hip

that in one of the most excellent work � on the �culptured Tombs of Hellas,
which incl udes an elabora t e inqu iry into the Greek beliefs relating to
the fate of t he soul a fter (foath. t h e re is not any meiilion (�r the cmt ral,
pil'otal idea -- reiuar!l afiol! :
entire scheme is chaos.

Yct wi thout the pri nciple of rebirth the

Wi t h it, the story of Hades with i L s shades, the

cast-off ' shells ' of the diviner part which, pmified, has entered the I sle
of t h e Blessed, t h e meaning o f t h e Waters of Lethe i n which the returning
Ego plunges to lose the memory of the past as it re-enters earth-life, and
the rest,

become

intelligible

and harmonious with

the

Theosophical

teachings of other races.
I n Athens, near the Dipylon Gate, there is a m<:1 gnificent group of
funerary monuments in remarkable preservation.

The majority o f the

finest belong to the period 480-300 B. c . , and i t is known that Praxiteles
and other illustrious sculptors of the second period of Athenian sculpture
executed some o f them.

The usual form o f stele or tombstone is a tall,

tapering slab, surmounted by an acanthus ornament and an inscription
or a single figure in high relief.

More elaborate ones were wider and

contained two or more figures, usually family groups.

Strong color vva s

extensively used, deep blue backgrounds being frequent.

W e are ac

customed to associate classical statuary with pure \vhite marble, the
color b aving faded or washed off in the course of time, and it is rather
a shock to find that the Creeks colored their statues with vivid tints,
the grave-figures as well as those that enriched the temples.

From our

knowledge of their exquisite tas te, i t is perfectly obvjous tha t the colored
statues must have been admirab l e in appearance, impossible though i t
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may be for us to produce anything in that line better than waxworks.
Many of the Athenian sepulchral monuments take the form of a small
temple inclosing the figures. The family groups are specially designed
to touch the heart of the spectator. Their pathos is simple and un
affected ; never overdone. They are dignified and appropriate in design,
and the execution is of a high order. Nothing else in Greek art, except
perhaps the Tanagra statuettes in terracotta, make us realize so fully
that the Greeks were a warm-blooded people like ourselves, with a strong
sense of family affection, and not cold abstractions stalking with formal
stride through ghostly white ruins.
Two conceptions are prominent in the groups : that of leave-taking,
and, among the women, of adornment preparatory to a j ourney. There
are many scenes of parting where the relatives or friends of the loved one
are giving a farewell hand-clasp in the most modern way, but there are
no harrowing scenes ; everything is done with grace and decorum . Dr.
Percy Gardner says it was a radical feeling in the Greek mind that he who
died put away the accidents of his personal individuality and became in
some degree a phase of the deity of the lower world. The portraits of the
deceased were rather typical of a class than those of particular men or
women. In later periods they became more individualized and life-like ;
particular idiosyncracies triumphed at the expense of the larger feeling.
There has been a question among scholars vvhether the leave-takings
may not be really greetings in the next world by former deceased relatives,
but the suggestion has not been generally accepted. Another possibility
is not out of the question ; may they not carry an impression of rebirth,
of meeting on earth in some future incarnation those whose strong affec
tion will irresistibly draw them together when the law of Karma permits?

" MORE than one great scholar has stated that there never was a religious
founder . . . who had invented a new religion, or revealed a new truth.
founders were all transmitters, not original teachers.

These

They were the authors

of new forms and interpretations, whi le the truths upon which the latter
were based were as old as mankind.
ventles

·

Selecting one or more of those grand

actualities visible only to the eye of the real Sage and Seer - out of

the many orally revealed to man in the beginning, preserved and perpetuated
in the adyta of the te mpl es through initiation, during the MYSTERIES and by
personal transmission - they revealed these truths to the masses.

Thus

every nation received in its turn some of the said truths, under the veil of its
own local and special symbolism ; \vhich,

as

time went on , developed into a

more or less philosoph.i cal cultus, a Pantheon in mystical disguise. "

- H. P. BLAVATSKY, The Secret Doctrine, I , xxxvi
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II

-

HOMER (CONTI:\lJED)

"'�_-'0J OMER'S contemporary , Hesiod, tells in his
Oj of the plebeian and peasant life of his time.

Works and Days
Hesiod had not
the grace of mind or imagination to idealize anything : he
sets down the life of the lower orders 1vith a realism com
parable to that of the English Crabbe. It is an ugly and piteous picture
he gives. Homer, confining himself in the main to the patrician side of
things, does indeed give hints that the lot of the peasant and slave was
miserable; he does not quite escape some touches from the background
of his own day. Nor did Shakespeare, trying to paint the life of ancient
Athens, escape an English Elizabethan background ; Bully Bottom and
his colleagues arc straight from the wilds of \Yarwickshire ; the Roman
mob is made up of London prentices, cobblers and the like. Learned
Ben, on the other hand, contrives in his Sejamts and his Catiline, by dint
of sheer intellect and erudition, to give us correct waxwork and clockwork
Romans ; there are no anachronisms in Ben ] onson ; never a pterodactyl
walks down his Piccadilly. But Shakespeare rather liked to have them
in his ; with his small Latin and less Greek, he had to create .his human
beings - draw them from the life, and from the life he saw about him.
The deeper you see into life, the less the costumes and academic exacti
tudes matter ; you keep your imagination for the great things, and let
the externals l'vorry about themselves. Now Homer was a deal more
like Shakespeare than Ben ; but there was this difference : he was trying
to create Greeks of a nobler order than his contemporaries. Men in
those days, he says, were of huger stature than they me now. And yet,
when his imagination is not actually at work to heighten and ennoble
the portrait of a hero, real Greek life of his own times does not fail some
times to obtrude on him. So he lets in bits now and again that belong
to the state of things Hesiod describes, and confirm the truth of Hesiod's
dismal picture.

�� �
�!¥�

•

- Well, he wandered the islands, singing ; " laying the nexus of his
songs, " as Hesiod says in the passage from which I quoted j ust now,
" in the ancient sacred hymns. " As Shakespeare was first an actor, then
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a tinkerer of other men's plays, then a playwright on his own account ;
so perhaps Homer, from a singer of the old hymns, became an improver
and restorer of them, then a maker of new ones. He saw the wretched
condition of his people, contrasted it with the traditions he found in the
old lays, and was spurred up to create a glory for them in his imagination.
His feelings were hugely wrought upon by compassion working as yoke
fellow with race-pride. You shall see presently how the intensity of his
pity made him bitter ; how there must have been something Dantesque
of grim sadness in his expression ; he had seen suffering, not I think all
his own, till he could allow to fate no quality but cruelty. I mpassioned
by what we may call patriotism, he attacked again and again the natural
theme for Greek epic : the story of a Greek contest with and victory over
West Asians ; but he was too great not to handle even his West Asians
with pity, and moves us to sympathy with Hector and Andromache often,
because against them too was stretched forth the hand of the great
enemy, fate. In different moods and at different times, never thinking
to make an epic, he produced a large number of different poems about
the siege of Troy.
And the Odyssey? Well, the tradition was that he wrote it in his
old age. I ts mood is very different from that of the I liad ; and many
words used in it are used with a different meaning ; and there are words
that are not used in the I liad at all. Someone says, it comes from the
old age of the Greek epic, rather than from that of Homer. I do not
know. I t is a better story than the Iliad ; as i f more nearly cast at one
throe of a mind. Yet it, too, must be said not to hang together ; here
also are discrepant and incompatible parts.
There is all tradition for it that the Homeric poems were handed
down unwritten for several centuries. Well ; I can imagine the Aoidoi
and Citharaoidoi and the rest learning poems from the verbal instruction
of other Aoidoi and Citharaoidoi, and so preserving them from generation
to generation to generation. Bt!t I cannot imagine, and I do think it is
past the wit of man to imagine, long poems being composed by memory ;
it seems to me Homer must have written or dictated them at first. Writing
in Greece may have been an esoteric science in those times. It is now,
anywhere, to illiterates. In Caesar's day, as he tells us, it was an esoteric
science among the Druids ; they used it, but the people did not. It seems
probable that writing was not in general use among the Greeks until
long after Homer ; but, to me, certain that Homer used it himself, or
could command the services of those who did. But there was writing in
Crete long before the Greco-Phoenician alphabet was invented : from
the time of the first Egyptian Dynasties, for example. And here is a
point to remember : alphabets are invented ; systems of writing are lost
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and reintroduced ; but it is idle to talk of the invention of writing.
Humanity has been writing, in one way or another, since Lemurian days.
When the Manasaputra incarnated, Man became a poetizing animal ;
and before the Fourth Race began, his Divine Teachers had taught him
to set his poems down on whatever he chanced at the time to be using
as we use paper.
Kow, what more can we learn about the inner and real Homer? vVhat
can I tell you in the way of literary criticism, to fill out the picture I
have attempted to make? Very little ; yet perhaps something. I think
his historical importance is greater, for us now, than his literary impor
tance. I doubt you shall find in him as great and true thinking, as much
Theosophy or Light upon the hidden things, as there is in Virgil for
example. I doubt he was an initiate, to understand in that life and with
his conscious mind the truths that make men free. Plato did not alto
gether approve of him ; and where Plato dared lead, we others need not
fear to follow. I think the great Master-Poets of the world have been
such because, with supreme insight into the hidden, they presented a
great Master-Symbol of the Human Soul. I believe that in the Iliad
Homer gives us nothing of that sort ; and that therefore, in a certain
sense, he is constantly over-rated. He pays the penalty of his over
whelming reputation : his fame is chiefly in the mouths of those who
know him not at all, and use their hats for speaking-trumpets. We
have in English no approximately decent translation of him. Someone
said that Pope served him as Puck served Bully Bottom, what time
Peter Quince was moved to cry : " Bless thee Bottom, how thou art
translated ! " It is not so ; to call Pope an ass would be to wrong a faithful
and patient quadruped ; than which Pope was as much greater in intellect
as he was less in all qualities that call for true respect. Yet often we
applaud Homer, only upon a knowledge of Pope ; and it is safe to say
that if you love Pope you would loathe Homer. Pope held that water
should manifest, so to say, through Kew or Versailles fountains ; but
it was essentially to be from the kitchen-tap - or even from the sewer.
Homer was more familiar with it thundering on the precipices, or lisping
on the yellow sands of time-forgotten Mediterranean islands. Which
pronunciation do you prefer for his often-recurring and famous sea
epithet : the thunder-on-the-precipices of
jJOhijJ hloisboio tlzalasses,

or the lisping-on-the-sands of
poluphleesbeeo thalassace?

(pardon the attempted phonetics) . - For truly there are advocates of
either ; but neither I suppose would have appealed much to Mr. Pope.
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As to his style, his manner or movement : to summarize what Matthew
Arnold says of it 1 the best I can do) : it is as direct and rapid as Scott's ;
as lucid as Wordsworth's could be ; but noble like Shakespeare 's or Mil
ton's. There is no Dantesque periphrasis, nor Miltonian agonistic struggle
and inversion ; but he calls spades, spades, and moves on to the next
thing swiftly, clearly, and yet vvith exaltation. ! Yet there is retardation
often by long similes. ) And h e either made a language for himself, or
found one ready to his hand, as resonant and sonorous as the loll and
slap of billows in the hollow caverns of the sea. As his lines swing in
and roll and crash, they swell the soul in you, and you hear and grow
great on the rhythm of the eternal. This though we really, I suppose,
are quite uncertain as to the pronunciation. But give the vowels merely
a plain English value, certain to be wrong, and you still hav e grand music.
Perhaps some of you have read Matthew Arnold's great essay On Trans
latiJZg Homer, and know the arguments wherewith wise Ma1-thew exalts
him. A Mr. "!'\ewman had translated him so as considera bly to out
Bottom Bottom ; and Arnold took up the cudgels
to some effect.
Newman had treated him as a barbarian, a primitive ; Arnold argued
that it was Homer, on the contrary, who might have so looked on us.
There is, however, perhaps something to be said on Mr. I'\ewman's side.
Homer's huge and age-long fame, and his extraordinary virtues, were
quite capable of blinding even a great critic to certain things about him
which I shall, with great timidity, designate imperfections : therein
following De Quincey, who read Greek from early childhood as easily
as English, and who, as a critic, saw things �ometimes. Bo1ius dormitat
Homerus, says Horace ; like the elder Gobbo, he " something smacked. "
He was the product o f a great creative force ; which did not however
work in a great literary age : and all I am going to say is merely a bearing
out of this.
First there is his poverty of epithets. He repeats the same ones over
and over again. He can hardly mention Hector without calling him
megas koruthaiolos Hector, -- " great glittering-helmeted Hector " ; or (in
the genitive) Hectoros hippodamoio - " of Hector the tamer of war
steeds. " Over and over again we have anax andron Agame1mzon; or
" swift-footed Achilles. " Over and over again is the sea polupliloishois
terous,. as if he could say nothing new about it. Having discovered one
resounding phrase that fits nicely into the hexameter, he seems to have
been j ust content with the splendor of sound, and unwilling so to stir
his imagination as to flash some new revelation on it. As if Hamlet
should never be mentioned in the play, without some such epithet as
" the hesitating Dane. " . . . But think how the Myriad-minded One
positively tumbles over himself in hurling and fountaining up new revela··
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tory figures and epithets about everything : how he could not afford to
repeat himself, because there were not enough hours in the day, days
in the year, nor years in one human lifetime, in which to ease his imagina
tion of its tremendous burden. He h ad Golconda at the root of his
tongue : let him but pass you the time of day, and it shall go hard but he
will pour you ou l: the \Vealth of Ormus or of Ind. A plethora, some have
said : never mind ; wealth \Vas nothing to him, because he had it all.
Or note how severe Milton, al most every time he all udes to Satan, throws
some new li.c:ht of majestic gloom, inner or outer, with a new epithet or
synonym, upon his figure or his mind.
Even o f mere ancillaries and colorless lines, Homer 1.vill make you a
resounding glory. What means this most familiar one, think you :
Tm d'o/Jat11ciho111eizos p roscphc kontt//(/iolos Hee/or?

- - Surely here some weighty splendid thing is being revealed? But no ;
it means : " Answerin g spake unto her great glittering-helmeted Hector ; "
or tout simplement, ' Hector ans1vered . ' And hardly can anyone open his
lips, but it must be brought in with some variation of thal sea-riding billow
or roll of drums :
To1t 1l'c111eihc/ ' epcila anax andron Aga111em11011.
Jlos p!ralo. Ten d "011/ i p rose/; he 11ephcfr;>,erela Zrns -

vvhereafter at seven lines down we get again :
Ten de meg' oclzlhesas p rosep!ze m/1hp/r,ge rcta Zeus;

-- in all of which I think we do get something of primitivism and unskill.
is a preoccupation with sound where there is no adequate excuse for
the sound ; after the fashion of some orators, whom, to speak plainly, it
is a weariness to hear. But you will remember how Shakespeare rises to
his grandest music vvhen he has fatefullest words to utter ; and how
Milton rolls in his supreme thunders each in its recurring cycle ; leads
you to wave-crest over 1vave-trough, and then recedes ; and how the
crest is always some tremendous thing in vision or thought as well as
sound. So he has everlasting variation : manages his storms and billows :
and so I think his music is greater in effect than Homer's - would still
be greater, could we be sure of Homer's tones and vowel-values ; as I
think his vision goes deeper into the realm of the Soul and the Eternal.
Yet is Horner majestic and beautiful abundantly. I f it is true that
his reputation gains on the principle of Omne ignotum p ro m agnifico
because he is unknown to most that praise him - let none imagine him
less than a wonderful reservoir of poetry. His faults
to call them that
- are such as you would expect from his age, race, and peculiar historic
It

-
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position ; his virtues are drawn out of the grandeur of his own soul, and
the current from the Unfathomable that flowed through him. He had
the high serious attitude towards the great things, and treated them
highly, deeply and seriously. We may compare him to Dante : who also
wrote, in an age and land not y et literary or cultured, with a huge racial
inspiration. But Dante had something more : a purpose to reveal in
symbol the tremendous world of the Soul. Matthew Arnold speaks of
the Homeric poems as " the most important poetical monument existing."
vVell ; cultured Tom, Dick, and Harry would say much the same thing ;
it is the orthodox thing to say. But with great deference to MaUhevv,
I believe they are really a less important monument than the poems of
Aeschylus, Dante, Shakespeare, or Milton, or I suppose Goethe - to
name only poets of the \Vestern \Vorld ; because each of these created a
Soul-symbol ; which I think the Iliad at any rate does not.
Here, to me, is another sign of primitivism. I f there is paucity of
imagination in his epithets, there is none whatever in his surgery. I do
not know to what figure the casualty list in the Iliad amounts ; but
believe no wound or death of them all was dealt in the same bodily part
or in the same way. Now Poetry essentially turns from these physical
details; her preoccupations are with the Soul.
" From Homer and Polygnotus, " says Goethe, " I daily learn more
and more that in our life here above ground we have, properly speaking,
to enact Hell. " A truth, so far as it goes : this Earth is hell ; there is
no hell, says H. P. Blavatsky, but a man-bearing planet. But we demand
of the greatest, that they shall see beyond hell into Heaven. Homer
achieves his grandeur oftenest through swift glimpses of the pangs and
tragedy of human fate ; and I do not think he saw through the gloom to
the bright Reality. Watching the Greek host from the walls of Troy ,
Helen says :
" Clearly the rest I behold of the dark-eyed sons of Achai a ;
Known to me well are t h e faces of all ; their names I remember;
Two, two only remain whom I scr not among the commanders,
Castor, fleet in the car, Polydeukes, brave with the cestus
Own dear brethren of mine,- one parent loved us as infants.
Are they not here in the host, from the shores of loved Laccdaimon?

Or, though they came wi t h the rest in the ships th a t bound th rough the waters,
Dare they not enter the fight, or stand in the council of heroes,
All for fear of the shame and the taunt s my crime has awakened ? "

And then :
Hos phato.

Tuus d'ede katechen /J llllsizoos aia,

En Lalmlaimuni aulhi, phile en patridi gaie.
" - So spake she ; but they long since under Earth \\ Crc r epmoi ng
There in their own d ear land , their fatherland, Lacedaimon." *
*From Dr. Hawtrey's translation, quoted by Matthew Arnold in On Translating llumer.
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There it is the sudden antithesis from her gentle womanly inquiry about
her brothers to the sad reality she knows nothing of, that strikes the
magical blow, and makes the grand manner. Then there is that passage
about Peleus and Cadmos :
' ' Not even Peleus Aiacides, nor godlike Cadmos, m i g h t k now llw happiness of a
al beit the highest happiness known to mortals was gran t ed them :

secure

! i f<: ;

t he one on the mountain,

the other in seven-gated Thebes, they heard the goldcn-rnooded M u ses sing . "

You hear the high pride and pathos in that. To be a poet, he says :
to have heard the golden-snooded Muses sing : is the highest happiness
a mortal can know ; he is mindful of the Soul, the Poet-creator in every
man, and pays it magnificent tribute ; he acknowledges what glory,
what bliss, have been his own ; but not the poet, he says, not even he,
may enjoy the commonplace happiness of feeling secure against dark
fate. It is the same feeling that I spoke of last week as so characteristic
of the early Teutonic l iterature ; but there it appears without the swift
sense of tragedy, without the sudden pang, the grand manner. The
pride is lacking quite : the intuition for a divinity within man. But
Homer sets the glory of soul-hood and poet-hood against the sorrow of
fate ; even though he finds the sorrow 1.veighs it down. Caedmon or
Cynewulf might have said : " It is given to none of us to be secure against
fate ; but we have many recompenses. " How different the note o f Milton :
" Those other two,

So were I equal

equal with me in fate,

with

them in renown - "

or :
"Unchanged, though fallen on evil day s ;
On evil days though fallen, a n d evil tongues,
In darkness, and by dangers compassed round . "

And Llywarch, or Oisin, would never have anticipated the blows of
fate ; when the blows fel l , they vrnuld simply have been astonished at
fate's presumption.
We might quote many instances of this proud pessimism in Homer :
Kai se,

geron, to p r in m e n , akoiwmen,

ol/Jion ei1ia i -

" Thou too, we hear, old man, e'en tnou wast at one time happy ; "

Jlos gar epeklosanto tfzeoi deiloisi brotoisin
Zoein aclznumenous. Autoi de t'akedees eisin
" The Gods haYe allotted to us to live thus morlal and mournful ,
1\Iournlul ; buL they themselves live ever untouched by mournin g . "

Proud - no ; it is not quite proud ; not in an active sense ; there is a
resignation in it; and yet it is a kind of haughty resignation. As if he
said : We are miserable ; there is nothing else to be but miserable ; let
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us be silent , and make no fuss about it.
It is the restraint · a very
Greek quality · th e depth hinted a t , but never wailed over or paraded
at all - that make in t hese cases his grand manner. His attitude is,
I think, nearer the Teutonic than the Celtic : -- his countrymen, like
the Teutons, were accustomed to the pralaya, the long racial night.
But he and the Celt s achieved the grand manner, which the Teutons
did not. His eyes, like Llywarch's or Oisin 's. were fixed on a past glory
beyond the nightfal l.
But where docs this Homeric rnoocl l e;id us? T o no height of truth,
I think . Katherine Tingley gave us a keynote for the literature of the
future and the grandest things it should utter,-- for the life, the art, the
poetry of a coming time that shall be Theosophical, that is, lit with the
splendor and beauty of the Soul · when she spoke that high seeming
paradox that " Life is Joy . " Let u s uncoyer the real Life ; all this sorrow
is only the veil that hides it. God kncrn s we see enough of the veil ; but
the poet's busines�; is to tear it down. rend it asunder, and show the
brightness which it hides. I f the personality \Vere all, and a man's whole
history were bounded by b is cradle and his graye ; tllen you had clone all,
when you had presented personalities in all their complexity, and made
your page teem with the likenesses of living men, and only shown the
Beyond, the Governance, as something unknmvable, adverse and aloof.
But the Greater Part of a man is eternal, and each of his li\'es and deaths
but little incidents in a vast and glorious pilgrimage ; and when it is
understood that this is the revelation to be made, this grandeur the thing
to be shadowed forth, criticism will have entered upon its true path and
m1ss10n.
I find no such Soul-symbol in the Iliad : the passion and spiritual
concentration of whose author, I think, was only enough to let him see
this outward vvorlcl : personalities, with their motive-springs of action
within themselves : his greatness, his sympathy, his compassion, revealed
all that to him ; but he lacked vision for the Meanings. I count him
then less than Shakespeare : whose clear knowledge of human personalities
- - ability to draw living men -- was but incidental and an instrument ;
\vho but took the tragedy of life by the way, as he went to set forth the
\vhole story of the Soul ; never losing sight of Karma, and that man is
his own adverse destiny ; finishing all with the triumph of the Soul, the
Magician, in The Tempest. And I count him less than that Blind Titan
in Bardism, who, setting out to j ustify the ways of God to men, did
verily j ustify the ways of fate to the Soul ; and showed the old, old truth,
so dear to the Celtic bards, that in the very depths of hell the Soul has
not yet lost all her original brightness ; but is mightily superior to hell,
death, fate, sorrow and the whole pack of them ;
I count him less than
-
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the " Evening Dragon " o f Sa/JI son A gonistes, whose last word t o u s is
" Nothing is lwre for tears ;

nothing t o \\·ail

Or knock the breast : no weakness

or

contempt . "

And I count him less than that One with the grand tragic visage, whose
words so often quiver with unshed tears, who went forth upon his journey
/Jc i dolci po111i
P ro111cssi a

me

/!t r lo terace D11c11;

.Ha _rino al cc11/ro /> ria con1·in1 clz' io /0111i:

" to obtain those sweet apples ( of Paradise) promised me by my true
Leader ; but first is " - colll' ien -- how shall you translate the pride
and resignation of that word? -- " it behoves, " \Ve must say, " it convenes "
- " first it is convenient that I should fall as far as to the center (of hell ) ; "
- who must end the gloom and terror of that journey, that fal l , with
-

E !] ! (l11!li 11sc i11111w

11

rircrfrr fr sle//e,

---" And then we came forth to behold again the Stars ; " and who came
from his ascent through purifying Purgatory with
R i (a/!o s i , come pia11te iwl'ellc

Ri1111ocel!atc di 1zo1·el/a fro11da,
Puro e disposto a salire al/e stel/e -

-" So made anew, like young plants in spring with fresh foliage, I was
pure and disposed to come forth among the Stars ; " - and who must
end his Paradiso and his life-work announcing
L ' amor c/1e 111uo1.•e

ii sole e le altre stelle,

-" The Love that moves the sun and the other Stars. " Ah, glory to this
Dante ! Glory to the man who would end nothing but with the stars !

JI

" METHI!'\KS the excellency of the soul's own faculties and operations,
above all material agents, should alone be sufficient to afford to every con
templative man certain glimpses of both the divine origin and i mmortality
thereof;

and the desire of posthumous glory, an affection congenial and

natural to all noble minds, together with a secret fear of future unhappiness,
common to all, give pregnant hints of its eternal existence after death . "
- STRABO, Geograp hy, Book X V .
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HE familiar aphorism that a little learning is a dangerous
thing finds exemplification in the pessimistic and despondent
attitude of mind which we may fall into by accepting too
f3
� dogmatically the scientific teachings about heredity. A person
who, if ignorant of these teachings. might be inspired to energetic and
useful deeds by his own natural force, might be paralysed in his efforts
by dwelling on the notion that his heredity was all against him. In this
case he would have been better without his little learning ; but to those
who would say, " Let learning alone, " we may give the reminder that
the poet offers an alternative :
/

�
�$\;!

· · Drink deep, or taste not the l'ierian spring . "

So we have the choice of learning a good deal more about heredity and
thus removing the danger.
Many people must, at some time or other of their lives, have found
themselves in a state of despondency about themselves, asking them
selves, " Who am I , after all ? " And perhaps they cast back the eye
of memory over parentage and childhood, compare themselves with
other people, whom they deem more fortunate in these respects, and
come to the conclusion that their hopes have been too high and vain,
and that no valuable fruit could have been expected to spring from such
a stock ; that they have had all that was coming to them and are now j ust
about ' played out . ' \Vhat an instance of the paralysing power of brain
mind thought - of a little learning -- of resolution sicklied o'er with
the pale cast of thought !
Pious people sometimes speak of ' flying in the face of providence ' ;
and though this is not what they mean, it is as good an interpretation of
the words as any other. For the person who adopts the above attitude
of mind is surely abrogating the divine grace, if he believes in such a
thing ; and if he does not, perhaps he believes in manliness or courage,
in which case he is flouting that. He is flying in the face of whatever
gods he believes in, or else denying the existence of any power whatever
above the mere animal laws of life. In short, he lays himself open to
the charge of being a coward, a weakling, a poltroon, and various other
kinds of villain or small-spirited fellow.
\Vhen a man wants to do a thing very badly, he does not stop to ask
himself whether the laws of heredity are against it or not ; he j ust does
it, or tries to. It would seem, then, that there is a conflict between innate
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force, acting by its own initiative, and ideas or notions which we have
created in our mind, and which hinder and limit our action.
What is known to science as heredity is but a fragment of the whole
matter ; for there are other lines of heredity for man besides that ordinari
ly recognised. This fact should serve to remove our discouragement and
to give us a new star whereto to hitch our wagon. Physical heredity
provides the house in which the man is to dwell ; it supplies a set of
circumstances with which the man has to deal. Thus the parentage
and physical heredity can show what tendencies we are likely to inherit,
but it cannot show what we shall make out of them.
What does science know about the heredity of the immortal Man
that incarnates in the physical mold? This heredity belongs to past
lives that the Man has lived, and it may have energy and initiative enough
to overcome the adverse tendencies of physical heredity. The power of
the spirit in man is quite indeterminate.
All depends on the attitude of mind which we assume. I f we say that
we are no good, then we identify ourself vvith the physical lower man ;
but we can identify ourself with the higher Man, and then we set our
feet on a path that leads to liberation.
But now comes a very important consideration. Let us, in the name
of all that is decent, avoid the ugly selfish attitude of personal self-culture
or absorption in our own salvation. This sordid, narrow, selfish element,
whether seen in religious piety or in self-culture, is what repels people
from these things, and makes them prefer no culture at all to such a
self-seeking form of it. I n the present case this selfish attitude would
defeat its own purpose. And why? Because what we set out to do is
to dethrone the materialistic pessimistic lower nature in favor of the
hopeful and aspiring immortal nature ; whereas a selfish self-care would
simply foster the lower nature - give strength to the enemy. Therefore,
when striving to rise above the plane of the personal ego, we should
beware lest we merely retain it in another form.
We have spoken of the spiritual heredity of man ; but if we are to
give this a meaning that shall be effectively different from that of the
merely personal heredity, we must eliminate from it the notion of personal
exclusiveness. In the saying,
" I am the Ego \Yhich is seated in the hearts of all beings,"

we see the idea that the separateness and isolation which is characteristic
of our personal life does not pertain to our spiritual existence. Though
each man has a spark, it is a spark of the same flame. Therefore the dawn
ing within us of a brighter and better life should be attended by self
forgetfulness, not by an increased concentration upon our little self.
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I t is mysteriously vvithin man ' s power to make the choice whether he
will i dentify himself with the lo\ver or the higher side of his nature whether he will bow down before the destiny given him by his physical
heredity or modify it by attending to his spiritual heredi ty and destiny.
If the former, then the man may live and die without once knowing of the
latent powers within him; but if the latter, he may at any time strike out
a new line and call into play unsuspected resources.
The Theosophical teachings thus give ample food for opti mism, for
they gi ve a rational interpretation of the facts of life as we find them.
Study Theosoph ical Alamral !Vo. I I: ' T!zc Setc11 P ri11cijJ/cs of Jlr11 1 '
for a key to the problem - a key that unlocks more and more, the more
·we apply it. There we find that the essential man is /\;Jan as, the Thinker,
who hovers between the animal nature below and the spiritual nature
above, partaking of both, blending the two natures, and destined to
conquer the lower by means of the higher. A man who fails to recognise
his higher nature misses the purpose of his incarna tion.
No doubt moods of despondency will come from time to time as long
as 1ve dwell in the clay and have not triumphed over it ; bu t they need
not be prolonged more than is necessary. A sound philosophy at the
back will hasten the moment of recovery and enable us to avoid the
causes that tend to engender such fits in the future. The threats of the
lower nature, when it finds that it cannot rule and have its own way,
may frighten us, unless we realize the impotence of these threats in view
of the power of the enlightened \Vill.
Parentage provides the physical vehicle for the incarnating soul, and
other elements are drawn in from the surrounding atmosphere of tbe race
and country. But who knows the history of the reincarnating soul itself?

" ' HE abused me, he beat me, he defeated me, he robbed me, '

- i n those

who harbor such thoughts hatred will never cease.

" ' I le abused me, he beat me, he defeated me, he robbed me, '
who do not harbor such thoughts hatred

will

-- in

those

cease.

" For hatred does not cease by hatred at any t ime ; hatred ceases by love,
this is an ancient rule . "

-

Dlzam11ia,Dada, 3, 4, 5 (Transl ated by Max ::Vhiller)
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HE poet Lessing, in one of his great dramatic works entitled
' Nathan the Wise,' gives to us a helpful lesson of the real
/
spirit of tolerance, so rarely met with today.
The subject-matter of this particular incident is not widely
�
known, but it is yet of sufficient interest, even in these times of supposed
religious tolerance, to warrant its reproduction here.
In the reign of Saladin, Sultan of Egypt, who was so beloved by his
subjects as a benevolent ruler and reformer, there lived Nathan, a Jewish
merchant. Through thrift, prudence, and honesty, Nathan had amassed
great wealth, but notwithstanding this, he had also gained the goodwill
and love of his fellowmen. Nathan was a profound student. and philo
sopher, and under the cognomen of ' The Wisc , ' he enjoyed great populari
ty in the surrounding country. Now, although the royal household was
counted among the great patrons of );°athan, yet the Sultan had never
met the merchant in person, since all husiness transactions were carried
on in general by Sittah, Saladin's sister.
Taking the occasion of the first meeting of the Sultan and of Nathan,
the poet depicts T\athan's character, his wisdom, simplicity, and sin
cerity, in true colors. Nathan's modesty, on being summoned before the
great Saladin, leaves him altogether unconscious of the latter's purpose
to discuss deep religious and philosophical subjects with him. He rather
imagines that the Sultan desires certain information pertaining to the
purveying of supplies for the royal household, and is in consequence taken
by surprise when Saladin addresses him :
" Nathan, tell me ·what belief or law has mostly impressed you . "
Nathan answers : " Sultan, I a m a Jew . "
Saladin replies : " And I am a Mussulman. The Christian stands
between us, and one of the three religions must be the true one."
The dialog is hereupon suddenly interrupted by the presence of a
courtier who desires lo obtain some necessary information, and );"athan,
soliloquizing how to answer Saladin's question without arousing an
tagonism, decides to narrate a tale, by which he may obtain his benevolent
purpose. The tale is as follows :
Many years ago there lived in the far East a man who was the possessor
of a priceless ring, given to him by a dearly loved friend. The stone was
an opal reflecting many beautiful colors, and had the inherent power
of charming everybody with whom the wearer came in touch. It was,

W
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therefore, no wonder that he never permitted it to leave his finger, and
he legally provided that it should always remain in the family, and in
such a way that the ring should invariably become the inheritance of the
most beloved son in each generation without regard to age or station,
and that its possession should make him the ruling head of the house.
After many generations, the ring finally came into the possession of
a father with three sons, all of them obedient and beloved by him. In
consequence thereof the man was sorely tried in endeavoring to make
his decision to which one of his sons he should leave the ring. When
ever he found himself alone with any one of his three beloved sons, it
caused him great pain, because each seemed entitled to the dignity as
head of the house and the ownership of the ring. In his perplexity, and
not wishing to disappoint any one of his sons, he sent for a goldsmith in
secret, and gave him the order to make two more rings exactly like the
original. When the artist returned the three rings, the father was greatly
pleased with the result of the craftsman's labor, but he himself was
unable to detect the original from the two copies. He then called each
of his sons separately to him, gave him his blessing and a ring, and died.
In order to observe the effect of his tale upon Saladin, Nathan paused
here, as though resting a moment or two ; but being urged to continue to
the end of h is tale, he replied : " The rest was quite natural. Scarcely
was the father dead, when each son came forward with his ring and
claimed to be the head of the house. Disputes and quarrels arise, but the
right ring is not distinguishable - almost as indistinguishable as is the
true religion to us. ' '
" How � " replied Saladin.

" Is this the answer to my question? "

NATHAN : " I merely wish to excuse myself. Because the rings which
the father had intended to be not distinguishable, I do not trust myself
to distinguish. ' '
SALADIN : " The rings ! D o not play with me. I thought the religions
I named ought to be distinguished in themselves, and barring questions

of clothing, food, and drink. "
NATI-IA!'\ : " The basis o f the three i s the same ; all are founded on
history transmitted by tradition or writing, and history must be ac
cepted on faith and belief. Is this not so? Whose faith and belief do
we doubt the least? Our own people's, of whose blood we are, and who
in our youth never lacked in their love for us and never deceived us.
Can I trust my . forefathers less than you yours? Or vice versa? The
same holds good with the Christian. "

Saladin murmured to himself : " The man is right ; I must b e silent. "
4S8
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Nathan continued : " But let us return to our rings. As said before,
they went to law, and each swore before the judge that he had received
his ring directly from his father's own hand, as was perfectly true ; and,
said they, before believing in wrong-doing by their venerated father
each one of them must rather accuse the others of false play.
"The judge somewhat impatiently replied to the contestants as follows :
' I am not here to solve riddles, and the right ring will not open its mouth.
But wait ! I hear that the genuine ring possesses the power of making its
possessor amiable before God and men. This must decide the matter,
as the false rings cannot do this. Now, then, which of you loves his
two brothers the most? - You are silent. You all, I doubt not, are
deceived ; your rings are not genuine. The right one likely was lost and
to replace the loss the father had three others made. My advice is this :
Leave the matter precisely as it now is. As each of you had a ring from
his father, let him believe it to be the genuine one. No doubt your father
loved you all alike, and did not wish to favor one and disappoint two of
you. Therefore, let each one strive to live in accordance with his heart's
noblest love without prejudice to anyone, and endeavor to bring into
action the powers of the ring. Do this with forbearance, patience,
compassion, and devotion to God and mankind. Then when the pow
ers of the stones shall have manifested themselves in your children's
children, I invite you in a thousand years from now again to come before
this tribunal, and a wiser man than I will occupy this seat and will speak.
Go in peace. ' Thus spake that wise j udge. "
Saladin, who was very much affected, pressed Nathan's hands and
said to him : " The ' thousand years ' of your j udge are not yet completed.
His seat is not mine. Go in peace, and be forever my friend. "
Lessing was a contemporary o f Spinoza, and like him believed in
many of our Theosophic principles. His teachings are filled with pure
and lofty philosophy and his life was a practical demonstration of his
writings. In a short treatise entitled ' Striving after Truth, ' he says :
" Not the truth, whose possession man has, or believes that he has,
but the sincere effort which he makes to obtain it, constitutes the real
value of the man. Because, not possession but search after truth \Videns
his powers, and herein lies his continuous growing perfectibility. Poss�s
sion causes stagnation, idleness, and pride. If God held hidden in his
right hand all truth, and in his left only the desire for truth with the
possibility of being eternally in error, and were to ask me which of the
two I preferred, I should fall in humility before his left hand, and should
say : Give me the desire for truth ! the pure truth is with you alone. "
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ITIAN was born in 1477 at Cadore, a rather poor village in
/
the Italian Alps, on the Piave river, a boiling torrent which
P'
washes the base of the high cliffs upon �hich the ca�tle
.
� stands. Cadore had only recently been umted with v. emce,
but owing to its position, always had Italian sympathies. Titian's house,
which is still shown to travelers, stands amid magnificent scenery, sur
rounded by rugged snow-peaks, forests, mountain streams, and romantic
castles on craggy heights. Though Titian left Cadore in early childhood
to seek his fortune in Venice the grandeur of the scenery made a powerful
impression upon his mind, and undoubtedly helped to make him the
greatest landscape painter of the Venetian school.
It is remarkable that at the time Venice was becoming a great center
of culture, its political power was on the decline. The sea-passage to
the Indies had been discovered and the Venetian merchants were losing
their monopoly of the Eastern carrying-trade. It is interesting to observe
that Venice has greatly increased in prosperity since the opening o f
the Suez Canal.
O\ving to the necessities of commerce and the presence of a large
foreign element brought to Venice by trade, a certain cosmopolitanism
and breadth of view on many lines became characteristic of the people.
The pretensions of the Church were always held in check, as strongly
evidenced by the unwavering support given to Fra Paolo Sarpi, the
famous scholar and statesman, in his defiance and rebuttal of the Papal
claims which threatened the liberties of Venice.
Titian was a true representative of his age and country. He was
deeply imbued with the commercial spirit of the Venetians, and in the
conduct of the business side of his profession h e was extremely shrewd.
When asked to send some religious pictures to one of his pious royal or
princely patrons he would generally include a Venus or some voluptuous
classical subject, knowing well that the purchaser would be glad to get
it without definitely asking for it. Titian's portraits of himself, particular
ly the one in the uffizi, Florence, display a curious combination of the
shrewd business man and the idealist. The features are handsome and
strongly marked, and betray high intelligence.
Titian arrived at the moment of the transition from fresco painting
to oil painting, and he was thereby enabled to display his genius for color
in the new medium in a way that was quite impossible in fresco.

�

���
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" Some lime elapc;e d bdore the Venl'ti<mo mastered the n e w process ; h u t when t h e y did s o ,
m a n y qualities which h a d merely gcTmL·d expanded i nto luxuriant l i fe .

Colors began to acquire

tones which in gorgcousnc;;s and bc·il l iancy vied l'. i t h t he Vc11 c tizm dyes. or with the hues o f
l\Iuranese glac:s, and t hose Levanline t i ssues for which Venice 11·as, above a l l olf1 cr countries,
celebrated.

The waters o f the lagoons, the bays of the D al mati an and I str i an coasts, and the

harbors of the Adriatic , were studied by Carpaccio with an effect altog-ether new.

The softer

ex pa mes of the Paduan plain, wi t.h its di nant fringe of Alp, fettered the attention of Giovanni
Bel l i ni .

There came in to Venice al:.;o a new clao;s of painters, bred on the verge of the Brescian

BcrgaE1csque prov i n ces , or born i n l he Friubn hi l l c; , each of whom added something to the
richness of Venetian coloring.
. .

The Venetians \Yere, as ·we have seen, losing their mastery of

They were making Venice what it had not been before

a center of I talian

the seas.

.

culture.

They attracted a rising generation o f arti sts . . . and the ground was laid for t h e

grand edi!!ce of Venetian art . "

-

(Cr(J!l'e and Cavalcaselle ' Titia1i )
'

Titian traveled a good deal in order to execute his commissions but
had no adventures. He had his share of trouble, such as the loss of his
wife after about seven years of married life, the worry of a vicious and
dissolute son, and difficulties in getting paid for his pictures at times.
His second son, Orazio, was a successful painter and a support in his
old age. On the whole, his outer life must have been happy, and his
highly developed aesthetic consciousness must have made his inner life
rich indeed. He was good to his family and friends at Cadore, his native
village, which he visited annually. We hear nothing of his taking part
in the stirring public evenls which convulsed Venice during his long life,
nor does he stand out as an heroic and supremely great spirit like Michael
angelo or Leonardo. He was not a universal genius ; his ability was con
fined to one line, oil-painting - he was not even distinguished as a
fresco painter - but his supreme endovvment in that art was so com
manding that it \Yas recognised by the bestmval of the highest honors
ever given to a painter till then. That great potentate, the Emperor
Charles V, created him a Count of the Empire, Knight of the Golden
Fleece, etc . , and he received the curious privilege of being allowed to
legitimize the illegitimate offspring of persons beneath the rank of Prince,
Count, or Baron. He once used this power to legitimize the two sons
of a priest of Cadore ! After he became rich and famous, and one of the
triumvirat e ·who ruled over 1iterary and artistic circles in Venice, he
lived in luxurious surroundings and gave splendid entertainments. We
hear of him exchanging a picture for a fine organ.
But i t is by his productions that Titian's fame must stand. W. M.
Hosetti says :
" Titian's prov-ince is that of oil-pain1 i n g, ;ir1rl of pain t in g on a scale which, though often
large and gran d , is not colos�al l'ilhcr in dimcmion or in inspirat ion.

Titian may properl y b e

regarded as the gre atesL manipulator o f pai nt i n rel ation t o color, tone, luminosity, richness,
texture, surface, and harmony, and \1 ith a v-ie1>- to the production of a pictorial whole conveying
to the eye a true, d i gni fied , and beautiful i mpres"ion o f its general subject-matter and of the

objects o f sense whici1 form i ts constituent parts.

In this sense Titian has never been deposed

from his sovereignty in painting, nor can one forecast th e time in whi ch he will be d eposed .
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Pre-eminent inventive power or sublimity o[ intcllecl he never evinced.

Even in energy of

action and more especially i n majesty or alflucnce of composition the palm is not his . . . .

Titian is a painter who by wondrous magic o f geni u s and of art satisfies the eye, and t hrough
the eye the feelings - sometimes the mind . "

I t was Titian's custom, whenever possible, to design his pictures to
harmonize with the places they were intended to fill. He would take the
preliminary sketch to the spot where it was to stand and finish it there.
He never allowed himself to be hurried, and he often delayed finishing
a picture so long that his patrons lost all patience. He suffered financially
at times from his procrastination.
Titian's method of painting has been the subject of an endless con
troversy and his pictures have even been dissected, or what may be called
vivisected, in order to find some presumed trick of manipulation by which
he produced his remarkable richness and opulence of color. Probably
every portrait-painter of later times has studied Titian with extreme care,
but it is not now believed that he had any adventitious aid in getting his
effects. His supremacy is due to genius. Palma, one of his followers, says :
" Titian prepared his pictures with a solid stratum of pigment, which scn·ed as a bed or
fundament upon which to return frequently.

Some of these preparations were made w i t h

resolute strokes o f a brush heavily laden w i t h color, t h e half tints struck in with pure red earth,
the lights with white, modeled into relief by touches of the same brush dipped into red, black,
and yello w .

In this way he would give the promise of a figure in four s t rokes.

After laying

this foundation he would turn the picture to the wall, and leave it there perhaps [or mont hs,
turning i t round again after a time to look a t i t carefully and scan the parts as he would the
face of his greatest enemy. . . .

I t was contrary to his habit to finish at one painting, and h e

used to s a y t h a t a poet who improvises cannot hope t o form pure verses.

But of

.

.

.

last

touches h e was particularly fond . . . . "

The portraits illustrated herewith give some idea of his greatness of
style, its apparent simplicity and dignity. There is no attempt at ' clever
ness ' but a strong impression of perfect ease and mastery. Titian painted
few female portraits ; the Bella and the Flora are from unknown sitters,
but the painter repeated their faces in some of h is classical subjects. He
appears to have been greatly impressed by the patrician beauty of the
lady who sat for the Bella. In this portrait, which is in the Pitti Palace
in Florence, Titian displays his methods very plainly. The harmonizing
of the tones by means of successive glazings of transparent color and
scumblings of opaque tints can be traced, though restoration has somewhat
injured the picture. Titian's method of working on a picture with thin
color was a great contrast to that of the direct painters such as ] ordaens
or many of the modern school. The slashed sleeves of the Bella are
tinted alternately in blue and white, and white and purple. Her face is
repeated in the wonderful Venus of the Uffizi gallery in Florence.
The Flora of the Uffizi is apparently not the portrait of a patroness
but of a regular model from whom he and his pupils frequently made
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studies. It is strongly imbued with the spirit of the antique. A remarkable
number of copies, most of which are in England, show the popularity
of the work.
Portrait called fl Duca di Norfolk: There is some doubt about the
authenticity of the title of this magnificent work, but none as to the
authorship of the picture, for, though the date of its execution is un
known, it is undoubtedly one of Titian ' s masterpieces. A critic says :
" There is life in every feature of this grand likeness, life in the eye, life in the pose, but life

displayed in its most elevated form, and with all the subtle! y of Titian's art in its best days. "

Roberto Strozzi's daughter: Roberto Strozzi was son of the great party
chieftain who refused to acknowledge the usurpation of Alessandro the
Magnificent in Florence and went into exile with other patriots. Roberto
was a rich patron of art and letters. His daughter' s portrait, painted
about 1 542, is one of Titian's most brilliant works, and is in very good
preservation. Aretino declared on seeing it : " If I were a painter I
should die of despair . . . but certain it is that Titian's pencil has waited
for Titian's old age to perform its miracle. " The picture is on canvas,
life-size, and is executed with a wonderful breadth of handling ; it is one
of the most vivid protrayals of youth ever executed by any painter.
The landscape, which is hardly indicated in the reproduction, contains
a lake and swans with hills and distant mountains in the background.

L E MURI AN AN D AT LAN T E AN RE LICS IN CH IN A
STUDENT

rl���·

'i?�F the outline o f human history

given in The Secret Doctrine
is true, it will be confirmed by future discoveries. We believe
•!fl that it is true, and are not surprised when these vindications
come. We take pleasure in recording such evidence of this
kind as comes under our notice, and hereby present the following item
as to the ancient races in western China.
Dr. Joseph Beech, President of the West China Union University,
has traveled into certain little-known regions of western China, and
the account of his adventures is quoted in part by the New York Sun.
Availing ourselves of a summary in The Literary Digest, we quote as
follows from the latter publication :

Q,)

1�

���

.

" Forty tribes, including men that represent almost every known race, are hidden away in
Western China, where they have preserved their tribal characteristics through unnumbered
ages.

' The oldest human melting-pot ' t h i s crescent of land has been called, for here, it seems,

men of all colors and statures and tongues were mixed at some prehistoric time, and then sent
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forth again l o populatr the worl d ; but each tribe, i t appears, left a remnant that has lingered,
d i st i nct and individual , to t he present day.

Because of their isolation and the unwarlike

character o f the neighboring Chinese, they are actually i n d ep c nd e11 t . . . .

after genera t ions of contact, . . . have decided to let them al on e

.

The Chinese,

::\oL o n1 y are there repre

sentatives of the white, brown, and y e l l o w races among them, . . . but representatives of t he
race the North American Indians sprang from .

He even traces the origin of the t o tem -pol es

of Alaska to the tree-ladders still used by a tribe in this ancient communi t y . "

Quoting from the Sun :
" I have seen pe o pl e - men, women, a n d children - in \Vest C h i na \\ horn it would be

absolutely i m po s si bl e to distinguish from t he Indians o f t he vVesicrn States i f they were dressed
alike. . . .

In the cliff-houses of West C hi na the� stone dwellings are built tier on tier up

the hi l l si d e l i k e a flight of great steps.

The second floor cannot be e n t ered except through an

opening in the ceiling of t h e fin:t floor, and so on up to the top. . . .
their great migration, as I believe they did

\Yhen they started on

g oi n g north through China and Siberia t o Bering

Strait . . .

" History handed clown by word of mouth by t h e Chinese of the southern provinces has i t

that t h e races now li vi ng i n the mountainous regions, o r one of these races, was once spread
all over southern China. So too says the tradition of tl1e Tibetans on the other side. The
tribesmen too have this tradition and relate that they were dri\·en back and back and finally
i nt o t h e moun tains .

" Perh a p s the most interesting and most highly developed of t h e tribes are t h e Sung-Panese,
living i n the northern section of t he regio n on the most fertile land.
o f t.h e Aryan stock. . . .
Beech. . . .

These u nd o ubt ed l y are

' They are as white as you, and look like y ou, ' the guide told Dr.

They arc well above the European race in average stature, most o f them bei ng

six feet or more . . . .

' " ' Undoubtedly t he Chinese o f the s ou the rn provinces are not t h e original inhabitants of
the country,' Dr. Beech said. . . .

' There are eaves along the rivers which \\'ere inhabited

by some primitive p e o p l e before the Chinese and possibl y before t h e tribesmen lived there.

Traditions o f these people may still be found among some o f the Chi ne se. ' "

One tribe is described as resembling the Czecho-Slovaks of Bohemia.
Most of the tribes are described as exceedingly fierce, despising the
Chinese and all foreigners. The black Lolos are vvorshipers of the black
arts. There is a tribe of ] ews who settled centuries ago and now look
like Chinese.
This of course illustrates the fact that theories of the origin of the
human race, or the ' cradle ' of the human race, have to be altered from
time to time in the light of fresh discoveries which do not fit them. We
have to keep pushing the alleged origin or cradle farther back in time,
and to keep changing the place. Such a process is inevitable, and each
step brings the current hypotheses nearer to the teachings outlined by
H. P. Blavatsky in The Secret Doct rin e .
A well-known part of these teachings is that of the seven Root-Races
in every Round. A Round is one of the greater cycles of evolution, and
for present purposes we must limit ourselves to the present Round and
consider only the Root-Races pertaining to that one Round. The present
Root-Race is the Fifth, and has been in existence as a separate race about
one million years. ( Tlze Secret Doctrine, I I , 435)
Preceding it were
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the First, Second, Third, and Fourth. Each Root-Race is subdivided
into sub-races, these again into family races, and these again into still
smaller divisions. The duration of a sub-race is given as approximately
210,000 years ; that of a family race as 30,000 (Zoe. cit. ) . The existence
of these Root-Races is connected with those cycles of time traced by
geologists in the record of sedimentation, with its alternations of uni
formity and cataclysm. The existence of the former continental areas
whereon the Fourth and Third Races respectively flourished - Atlantis
and Lemuria - is every day becoming more freely acknowledged by
scientific authorities.
Now as to the Chinese, it is stated that they are one of the oldest
nations of our Fifth Race ( S. D., I I , 364 ) ; but also that there are some
Chinamen who belong to the highest and last branch of the Fourth Race (p. 280)
and some again who are a mixture of the two races. ( Ib£d.) To quote
from The Secret Doctrine:
"

·

\Yh a t would you say t o our affirmatirm that the Chinese - I speak of t he inland, the

true Chinamen, not of the hybrid mixture between the Fourth and Fifth Races now occupying
the throne, the aborigines who belong in their unalloyed nationality wholly to t h e highest a n d
last branch of the Fourth !:{ace
appeared i n Asia . '

- reached their highest civilization when the Fi ft h had hard l y

.

And this handful of t h e inland Chinese are a l l o f a very high s t a ture "

(Vol. I I . p. 280)

On the same page the Shu-King is quoted as referring to the Mao-Tse,
" ' that antediluvian and perverted race, . . . which had ret ired in the clays of old to the rocky
caves, and the descendants of whom are said to be still found in t he neighborhood of Canton . ' "

In reference to the more degraded types, of which Dr. Beech mentions
examples among his forty tribes, we find the following, where the author
speaks of a certain semi-animal hairy race, a mountain tribe in China,
as being, in common with some other races mentioned, " the last descen
dants in a direct line of the semi-animal latter-day Lemurians. " ( I I , 195)
The reference to the high stature agrees with the account of Dr. Beech.
As the race from which these are descended was previous to our present
Fifth Root-Race, it had already passed through its seven sub-races, and
had therefore attained a higher point in its own cycle than our Race has
yet attained in its ; for we are at present only at our fifth sub-race. This
is an important feature of the teachings given in The Secret Doctrine:
the law of cyclic development provides that races shall follow one another
as do men and generations of men, passing through youth, maturity and
decline, so that we may expect to find in the records of the past the
traces of civilizations that were greater than any we have witnessed.
Y ct this does not contradict the general law of progress ; it only implies
that progress is not uniformly continuous, but is cyclic; periodic - as
is indeed the observed case in Nature's workings in general. We also
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note the allusion, in the quotation from The Secret Doctrine, to degraded
remnants, which also agrees with the traveler's narrative. I t is an es
sential part of the ancient teachings that, after the sinking of continental
areas and the termination of the cycle of a Root-Race, the remnants that
survive the cataclysm become scattered on various portions of the land
that is not submerged, and thus form isolated tribes, which continue for
long ages, not progressing, and preserving many of the characteristics
and memories of their remote ancestry. Thus ' ' The yellow-faced gianls of the post-Atlantean day,

had

ample t i me, throughout this

forced confinement to one part of t he world, and with the same racial blood and \Yit houl any
fresh infusion or admixture in i t , to branch off during a period o f nearly 700,000 years into t he
most heterogeneous and diversified

types.

The same is shm\·n in Africa ; nowhere does a more

extraordinary variability of types exist, from black to almost \vhite, from gigantic men l o
dwarfish races; and this o n l y because of t heir forced isolation. ' ' r I I , 425)

The following quotations also are apposite.

Speaking of Lemuria :

" It is certain t ha t , w he t her ' chimera ' or reality, the priests of the whole world had i t from
one and the same source : the universal tradition about the third great continent w hich perished
some 850,000 years ago.

A continent i n habi t ed by two dist inct races ; distinct physically and

especially morally ; both deeply versed in prirrn:val wisdom and the secrets of nature ; mutually
antagonistic in their struggle, during the course and progress of Lheir double evolution.
even the Chinese teachings upon the suhjen, if it is but a J/ction?
existence once upon a time of a

holy

Whence

Have they not recorded the

island beyond the sun ( Tc/1cn u ) , and beyond which were

situated the lands o f the immortal men?

Do they not still believe that the remnants o f those

immortal men - \vho survived when the holy island had become black with sin and perished have found re fuge in the great desert of Gobi, \vhere they still
from approach by hosts of Spirits� " ( I I , 3 7 1 -37:2)

reside invisible to all,

and defended

" H . A. Taine . . . shows t h a t the civilizations of such archaic nations as the Egyptians,
Aryans of India, Chaldaeans, Chinr:;c, and Assyrians are the result of preceding civilizations
during ' myriads of centuries.' (Ilistory of English Literature, p. 23) " - I I , 334
" China has also her tradition and the story of an island or continent, which it calls :\fa-li
ga-si-ma. . . .

Kaempfer, in his japan (Appendix p. B ) , gives the tradition :

The island,

owing to the iniquity of its giants, sinks to the b ot to m of the ocean, and Peiru-un, the Ling,
the Chinese Noah, escapes alone with his family owing to a warning o f the gods through two
idols.

It is that pious prince and his descemlant s who have peopled China. The Chinese tra

ditions speak of the divine dynasties of Kings as much as those of any other nations . " ( I I , 365)

It is therefore to be expected that vve should find in various shut-off
parts of the world the descendants of Lemurians and Atlanteans, and
that these would be very multiform in their characteristics. For we have
to bear in mind that the Atlanteans were not a mere race, as we under
stand the term race, but rather an entire humanity ; the term Atlantean
is even more comprehensive than such a term as Asiatic or European.
Hence the descendants are of various types. China is mentioned specially
in the above ext.mets as one of the places where such survivals are to
be sought.
No theory of migrations will ever suffice to serve more than a temporary
purpose or a particular case ; and such theories, devised by various
·
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scientists to explain various cases, will conflict with each other, and will
have to give way to any subsequent facts that may be discovered and
that confute them. Our brief references to the scheme given in The
Secret Doctrine may invite to further study thereof, when it will be found
that this scheme is one self-consistent whole that explains the facts of
archaeology, ethnology, and history as we find them.
The immense antiquity of the human race, the civilized human race,
as given in The Secret Doctrine, may scare some people ; but this is only
because of the unfamiliarity of the idea to modern western minds. For
there is no inherent improbability in it. The geological record gives
undeniable proof of the vast age of the earth, even during the period of
sedimentation ; and equally undeniable proof of the antiquity of animal
and vegetable life. This came as a shock at first, but we have accustomed
ourselves to it. So also we have accustomed ourselves to deal with im
mense figures, both of space and time, in astronomical matters. But
prejudice fights hard yet in the case of human civilization ; and, as to
the question of evidence, let it be said that, when scientists leave off
trying in every possible way to minimize the evidence in favor of this
antiquity, they will find themselves on easier ground. But in view of
the rate at which such evidence is accumulating, it will not be possible
much longer to ignore it. The idea of Atlantis and Lemuria is supported
by geology, and many eminent minds are now coming round to an ac
ceptance of the existence of these continents, not merely as areas of
dry land, but even as scenes of civilized races. The important inference
to be drawn is that we are the heirs of a great knowledge from the remote
past, and that we cannot by any means regard the meager pages of ordi
nary history as representing the highest achievements of our ancestors.

" THE Dhyanis watch successively over one of the Rounds and the great
Root-races of our planetary chain.

They are, moreover, said to send their

Bodhisattvas, the human correspondents of the Dhyani-Buddhas during ev
ery Round and Race. Out of the Seven Truths and Revelations, or rather
revealed secrets, four only have been handed to us, as we are still in the
Fourth Round, and the world also has only had four Buddhas, so

far.

. . .

But as every new Root-race al the head of a Round must have its revelation
and revealers, the next Round will bring the Fifth, the following the Sixth,
and so on . "

-

H. P.

BLAVATSKY, The Secret Doctrine, Vol. I, p. 42
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HAD been reading Sninoza and I sup1nosc that for a moment
I had fallen asleep. This was ·what I had read :
" A fter experience had t aught me t h at all t he usual surroundi ngs of social

l i fl' are vain and fu tile . .

be some real good whi ch \rnuld afr"ect

the

.

I fina l l y rL·,:olved t o b qui re whether there mildH

m i n d t o t he exclusion uf a ll else :

whet h f'r, in fa c t .

there might b e anything o f which the discon'ry :me! atl ainrnen t would enable me lo

cnjC>y

All lhe ohje·: ls p'.l!"sued by the multitude,
no t only b ri ng no remedy thcit tends t o nreserve our bcc i : H'., but L''.·en act as hi:-idrances, causi ng
the death not se ld o m of t h ose who pos :;e ss them and a l l\ n ys of t hose \\ho are JX> "'essed by
th e m . . . . But love for a t h i n g i n fini te and eternal feeds l l i c niinJ v; holly 1vith joy, and is
i tself unmingled 1Yi t h any sadn c:is, 1\·herefore it is greatly t o be· ckoirecl and S()ugb l for 1Yi t h all
our strength. . . . One thing was evident, namel y , that while my mind wa·' oc�·11 1;ied 11 i t h
cont i nuous , supreme, and u nendinr.:; in ppine so;. . . .

these thoughts it t urned away from i ts former obj ects of desire and closely con·;iclcred t he

search [or th e new principle ; th i s was <l 12;real comfcrt to me, for I perceived t h a t the evils 1vere
not such as to resist all rem edies. 1\ltl wugh the:;e inteffa ls v:ere at first short and rare, yet
afterwards, as t he true good becanw
,
fre q uent and more lasting . . . . .

m<>r'"

and more perce;itible to me, they became more

I t appeared to me that I went on reading from the book, coming to
this passage, though when I came to mysel f in a moment I saw that
the book contained no such words :
" Opening before me were roads, three in number.

Of these three, t he m iddle one, as I

s aw , whilst seeming lo lead on and on, in t ra t h ltd round and round, so that by it t he poor

weary travelers finished

tlwir journey when: they had begun it, or nearly so, not fon\arded at all .

" And another led do w mYard , \Yhither I could n o t see.

But t h e third upward and forward

lo a Height crowned and flooded \\·ith unimaginable Light.
" No w , t he goi ng upon these t hree roads was by thoc1ghts.
the wa y farers were carriPcl.

It was by t h eir thought.:-; t hat

And the mCJst part of t he m, as I said, choosing hut the common

thoughts for t h ei r steps, wen t round and round and i n the end had come back to t he pl;icc
whence they started. in no wi,;e ch anged sa'.·e [or their w e ari ness .
" But some fow kept their thoughh steclfastly upward a n d
upward.

Their thoughts were ever of the Light ahead ;

wen:

therefore borne stcd fastly

and w i th thought of the Ligh t they

ever cast o ff those unkindly though t s of their fel lo w s and t hose thoughts o f pleasures past
and t o come t hat were const a ntl y delaying and misconducting the otber t ravel e r s .

Y l't t h e

common and innocent pleasures of t he road, i t they came by such, they acce;Jted and enjoyed,

refusing m1 l y t o l uok back t o any that wl're past. or forward to any lhat might be a h ead . Thus
fil l i ng thcrnselws ever more and more wit h thought of the Light, t h e y moved con stan t l y for
ward ; and I saw that one by one they entered it in joy and content, and th e n c;hini nr; there
with and as it were rob ed t hey turner! hack l o show their iellows the \\ a y and t he method
.

,

whereby they themselves had atta i n ed .
" I3ut of th e dowm � ard road, save that it l e d i n t o ever-deepening gloom and shadow, I
saw nothing. "
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announcement that the Raja-Yoga Players of Point
Loma are to give A Afidsunmzer Night's Dream at Isis Theater
(0
'.m the �4th o� April ' gives us an ,excuse for looking a little
_
mto this earhest ot. Shakespeare s masterpieces
; the one
in which he discovered his poethood and perhaps more than in any other
was content to exercise the purely poetic function of ' making beauty '
and setting fairy lanterns in the twilight world of fancy.
r .

-��

�dill

It is one of the earliest of his plays ; written, probably, in 1 590 or
' 9 1 , when he was about tvventy-six years old ; he wrote into it memories
of his childhood ; and from it we gel perhaps the only glimpse we do get
of what he saw and did as a child. For in 1 5'75 Queen Elizabeth came
to Kenilworth, Leicester' s seat in \Varwickshire ; and Leicester, aspiring
to her hand, entertained her royally and made love to her upon the
finest scale that the gorgeous imagination of the England of that time
could devise. We get an account of the festivities in a letter written by
Master Laneham (a mad 1-vag, so please you !) , who was a mercer of London
in attendance in some kind of domestic capacity upon one of the noble
lords present ; he 1-vrote the letter to a fellow-tradesman in London,
his countryman born and good friend withal ; and excellent reading it
is. He tells how on the evening of the 14th of August a fairy masque
was given for the Queen's entertainment in the park ; ladies riding upon
dolphins over the waters of the lake, sang greetings to Her Highness ;
all of which eleven-year-old \Villiam Shakespeare had, it is supposed,
been brought over from Stratford-on-Avon to see ; since his family was
well-connected by marriage, and such a privilege was extended to the
neighboring gentry. The sight lived in his memory, it seems ; and now,
fifteen years or so afterwards, he turned back to it for some fairy coloring
for his fairy play, and wrote :
" Since once I oat upon a promontory
And heard a mermaid, on a dolphin's back,
Cttcring such dulcet and harmonious brealh,
That the rude sea grew civil at her song;
And certain stars shot madly from their spheres
To hear the sea-maid\ musick . "

And then he minds him of Leicester' s boolless wooing of the Queen,
that had been the occasion for all those pageantries, and writes :
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" That very time I saw (but thou couldsl not)
Flying between the cold moon and the earth,
Cupid all armed :

a certain aim he took

At a fa:r vestal, throned by the west ;
And lorn,ed his loYe-shaft smar t l y from his bow,
As it should pierce a hundred thousand hearts:
nut I might see young Cupid's fiery shaft
Quenched i n the chaste beams of the watery moo n :
A n d the imperial yotaress passed on
In

maiden meditation fancy-fre e . "

- Which is precisely what Elizabeth did.
Here Shakespeare takes you out of the hard and solid \vorld of things
and facts, and gives you freedom of a world beyond the borders of our
common consciousness. Is it a world that exists, or has he indeed given
" to airy

nothing

A local habitation and a name? "

- Oh, most certainly it exists ! Popular belief - popular intuition,
let us say - has always divined in ::\ature a life, a consciousness half
guessable ; and so populated pinewoods and gardens and mountain
sides with aerial-flamey beings that dance and dance, and \vhose life
is all to wild music. Let the robust of imagination think of Nature as
lifeless if they can ; poets and peasants and whoever could share her
life at all, have, it would appear, caught glimpses from time to time.
- But here the great poet of humanity invades the fairy world under the
standards of the Human Spiri t ; annexes it, and makes it a province
of the Empire of Man. ' See how he has made his fairies. Oberon is from the French romance, Huon of Bordeaux; he has a
fine international genealogy. He was the son of the Welsh Morgan le
Fay, King Arthur's sister, and of Roman Julius Caesar ; but then before
that he was Auberon, Alberon, Alberich - which is a Teutonic name
probably of remote Celtic origin, meaning ' king of the elves. ' He figures
as the guardian of the Rhine Gold in Wagner's Ring of the Nibelungs.
Titania, it would seem, is taken from Ovid ; Puck is the Welsh Pwca,
the Irish Puca ; a very familiar sprite in those countries.
Perhaps
Shakespeare found this fairy in its native haunts ; for there is a valley
in Wales where local tradition says he wrote the play ; and this is not
impossible ; he certainly had Welsh blood and connexions. Still, Puck
survived in places in England from Celtic days ; witness the wood called
Puckpits in the New Forest.
But what Shakespeare did was what his predecessors (such as Spenser)
who had also dra\vn upon fairyland, did not do. He gives us a picture
of fairy life, which is human life dehumanized. We have that life in us ;
only all that is nobly human or basely animal in us obscures and mili474
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tates against its manifestation. There is no conscience in the Court
of King Oberon ; nor is there any real baseness. What will Titania do
for her lover? Feed him with apricocks and dewberries, or from the
honey-bags of bees. The things they treasure are blossoms and forest
music ; their enemies and abhorrences, spiders, bats and the like. They
are gay, sensuous, beauty-loving, mischievous ; they play no part in
the eternal warfare of good and evil ; but a human being, if he is rightly
human, must take one side or the other. And yet, truth to say, there
are many of us that do not : who are irresponsible, and live for the en
joyment of the moment ; whose actions and motives cannot be accounted
for ; who thin k with their senses alone, and whose passing whims and
feelings serve them for a human soul. There are many who are like this ;
and with many more, it enters as a component element in their being ;
so it is a phase of that conglomeration of many kinds of consciousness
which we call human.
Then he contrasts with these whose nature is to be aesthetic and who
need beauty as we need air to breathe, sweet bully Bottom and his com
panions, who advance from their native ravvness with the conscious
intent to produce a play - to make a work, you may say, of art " for
the duke and duchess on his wedding-day at night. " The fairies '
real life is a little frivolous tragi-comedy of exquisite sensuous beauty ;
these mechanics ' art is a piece of clownish-foolish ridiculously unreal
realism, without beauty or imagination, or higher raison d ' etre than the
chance of sixpence a day for life. And among them we find a really great
man - great in that curious rude fashion of greatness which belongs
to him - the serious Bottom, puffed up, as much as ever Caesar was,
with the vaunting vastness of his dreams. " Let me play the lion too ! "
says he ; or a part " in Ercles ' vain, a tyrant's vein " ; or one " to tear
a cat in. " He is fully aware of his human dignity, is Nick Bottom ;
and they must treat him with due respect, or let them look to it.
And then, between these two poles, there are the lovers. They are
not greatly characterized ; and for a very good reason. In this business
of love you are verging upon the fairy world ! this is the teaching of the
play) ; you do not act humanly, upon motions of reason and the human
soul ; but upon fancy, the witchcraft of eyes ; there is something ir
responsible in it ; you are the victim of external and fairy forces : Cupid's
arrow, or the mischief and magic of Puck. This so far as these four lovers,
Lysander and Hermia, Demetrius and Helena, are concerned. All for
their feelings ' sake, Hermia will disobey her father ; she and Lysander
will break the Athenian law ; Helena will betray the pair of them to
Demetrius ; Demetrius, flitting from flower to flower, from Helena to
Hermia, is the [airiest and least responsible of them all. So of course
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they drift upon currents rising within themselves into the fairy world, the
Midsummer Night's Dream-world ; and are chastened by tricks played
upon them, and spend a night of fears amidst bog and briar - and
are at last brought into their sane senses. As for the clowns, they drift
in there upon their quest of art : they are going to do great things ; per
form a tragedy, nothing less ; step out of their own sphere of hempen
homespuns, and figure as artists and tragedians. Very well ; into fairy
land they must go, and their chief must have an ass's head clapped on him.
But you will note that that fairy 1.vorld has a world of significances
of its own : it is the place where poetic j ustice is done, and where each
one comes to his own. You fall into it when, upon a whim of your own
and personal feeling, you set out to break the laws - of Athens, or say
of life ; you fall into it when, for such a mofrv-e as a probable sixpence
a day, you play the vulgarian parvenu and would-be artistic, or strike
into spheres higher than those to which you belong. And once fallen
into it, you do not come out without getting some taste of your deserts ;
and perhaps, through a measure of suffering, the disentanglement of
your problems, the adjustment of your being to its place in the scheme
of things. \Ve shall not begin to understand Shakespeare, until we see
him throwing floods of light on the hidden places of the inner nature
of man. " Our true intent is all for your delight " is often quoted as if
it were his own motto and motive ; but remember the words arc not so
much Shakespeare's as Peter Quince's, who with them introduces the
tedious-brief clown-comedy of Pyramus and Thisbe to Duke Theseus
and his court. Had Shakespeare spoken for himself, he might have put
it : " Our true intent is that you shall know yourselves " - look in a
mirror held up to ( your own) nature, and see that which escapes you
in common life.
The play, as given by the Raj a-Yoga Players, is excellent throughout,
and the fairy parts are especially fascinating : the dancing, the singing,
the forest beauty and magic
these things carry you away into another
world, the enchanted world of Faerie to the very life. Cobweb and
Peaseblossom, Moth and Mustardseed, capture all hearts. The clowns '
parts, too, are well done - have been, in past presentations ; " excel
lent good fooling i' faith," well calculated to keep you not much this side
of hysterics.- K. M . , in The San Diego Union, April 20, 1919
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following is quoted from a speech of Lloyd George, the
British Premier :
" The only way to carry any great purpose i s not on your shoulders but i n

your heart.

Carry it on yocir back, am! i t will gradually wear you down.

Carry it in your heart, and it \vill lift you along."

The point is in the last clause. One might have expected the saying
to end : " Carry it in your heart, and it will be much easier," or, " You
will not feel the weight. " But the speaker goes further, and says that,
not only will the burden cease to press, but it will even become converted
into a help, lifting you along.
This reminds one of a remark in Isis Um•eiled to the following effect :
" One thing is certain, when a man shall have discO\'ered the perpetual motion, he will be
able to understand by analogy all the secrets of nature ; progress
sistance. "

in

direct ratio with re

Vol. I , p . 502

Does not this mean that, as in the moral world, so in the physical,
there is an energy which increases in proportion to the resistance opposed
to i t ; and that therefore perpetual motion is theoretically and practically
possible? Or, to quote again from the same page :
" As everything below is like everything above, who would presume to say that, when t h e
conservation o f energy is better understood, a n d the t w o additional forces of the kabalists arc
added to the catalog of orthodox science, it may not be cliscoverccl how to construct a machine
which shall run wi thout friction and supply i l self with energy in proportion to its wastes? "

The principle of the conservation of energy has been supposed to do
away with the idea of perpetual motion. But an examination of this
principle leads to the conviction that it is merely a formula defining
the relationships between known facts, and that it stands always ready
for modification, should the discovery of new facts render that necessary.
A writer on perpetual motion says that :
" I f any machine were produced whose source of energy could not at once be traced, a man
of science .

. would in the first place try t o trace i ts power to some hidden source of a kind

already known ; or, in the l ast rcsorL, he would seek for a source o f energy of a new kind and
give it a new name."- Prof. Chrystal in

Enc.

Brit., :-Jinth Ed.

So the theory of the conservation of energy is prepared to accommodate
itself to facts, and, in fact, to bestraddle any emergency that may arise.
Can we then accept it as a prohibitive dogma? I llustration is provided
by the discovery of radioactive minerals. Here was a fount of energy
arising from a new source ; and the source was duly acknowledged and
christened. The theory of conservation simply expands and takes in the
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nevV' ground. The equations are adjusted accordingly. I bow down to
the inexorable truth of the equation that x = y; which does not prevent
me from claiming a large liberty under it j ust the same.
A clock has been made in which the energy was provided by the
casual rise and fall of mercury in a barometer ; as this energy was found
to be far more than sufficient, some of it could be stored, so as to make
quite certain that the clock would not at any time cease running. Why
was not this perpetual motion? The source drawn upon was the varia
tions in pressure of the atmosphere, and the clock might be supposed
to have some infinitesimal influence in slowing down the motions of the
celestial machine and thus bringing on the end of the cycle of manifesta
tion a little sooner. But this point is not worth considering ; especially
if we say that the universe periodically winds itself up again. It is evident
that other machines can be constructed vvhich draw upon the motions of
the earth, as for instance a tidal machine.
So much mechanical work produces so much heat, but radium was
found to furnish heat without the expenditure of mechanical work.
Hence this energy had to be referred to a new source ; and the atom was
said to possess a vast potential energy, normally occupied in the main
tenance of the integrity of the atom, but set free when that integrity
collapsed and the atom disintegrated. This means a widening of the
theory and a consequent readjustment of the equations. How often
may the process be repeated ? The more weighty discoveries, it appears,
are empirical, and theory follows in the wake. Tomorrow I may discover
some new fact which will necessitate an alteration of the theories. Thus
doctrine formulates revelation ; and binds only so long as no new revela
tion supervenes.
The theory of ' relativity ' goes behind the propositions of conventional
mechanics by digging into the axioms and postulates thereof ; and the
architects of cosmic theory find themselves planning the erection of a
house on the supposition that the foundations are in constant motion and
the corner posts in a state of indeterminate oscillation. This turning of
constants into variables raises the burning question as to what new
constants we can find or select as our standards of reference. The old
adage, Quis custodiet ipsos custodes? finds a new application when we ask
what is the use of nailing a thing down in a certain place if the place
itself cannot be trusted to stay still ; or when we make an appointment
to arrive at a certain time, and then find that the time has moved.
So, with all this in view, it does not seem so very absurd to imagine
that you or I may discover a machine whose internal energy increases in
proportion to the resistance offered ; and then we can employ a mathe
matician to devise an equation which shall duly formulate what we have
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discovered. And it shall go hard with him indeed, if he does not succeed,
by selecting the requisite values for his terms, in making that equation
balance.
The distinction made in our initial quotation, between the effect of a
burden when carried on the shoulders and when borne on the heart, may
be said to define a distinction between the lower and the higher nature of
man - between the material and the spiritual. The shoulders, coming
under the laws of matter, tire, and must be given time to recuperate.
The heart draws new strength from resistance. Perhaps it takes its
energy from a bottomless fount and is thus a kind of perpetual lamp. The
perpetual lamp was another quest of medieval philosophy - now classed
as one of the seven great delusions. But what we have said about per
petual motion applies to it. Again we find radium coming to our aid
with suggestive facts.
The rigid quantitative rules of physical science have usurped the
dominion of our minds to such an extent that we apply them where their
influence does no good. People speak of themselves as though they were
engines having a measured quantity of energy, which run down after a
measured quantity of work, and which need a measured quantity of food.
But times of emotional excitement upset all these calculations, because
then energy is drawn from a higher and fuller source. And so it may be
surmised that within each is an exhaustless fount of energy, making our
possible resources incalculable, except by an equation where x = infinity;
and the perpetuum mobile is discovered in human nature at any rate.
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WATCHED this morning, and behold!

the �ky above the mountains wet,
Where the sun rose in frenzied gold,
with agony and bloody sweat.
And as I thought of you , I knew
' twas memory of your griefs retained
With such Gethsemanean dew
that keeps the Front of Morning stained.
Because your sorrow is not yours
alone, but ripples back and runs
Along the universe's shores
up to the Fountain of the Suns;
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And in the far and void of night,
stabbed with the reflex of your pain,
The constellations lack delight
until your hearts are healed again.

I watched this evening by the sea,
and saw the somber sun go down,
And knew tomorrow's dawn should be.
and the heavens' splendor not to drown .
And when the sea�tides ebbed away
and l eft the rocks and shingle bare,
I knew tomorrow they would sway
again their plumy beauty there ;
And that the tides of life would rise,
and refluent o'er this waste of pain,
Cover away your agonies
and bring you human l ife again.
Yes, you[

Such depth of mercy lies
hid in the inmost heart of Fate,

You yet may view with dauntless eyes
these outraged years disconsolate,
And all beyond the clouds of awe
that hide from us the Heart of Things.
Discern the splendor of the Law,
the perfcct peace, the healing wings.
Dear hearts!

I know that though you die,
and leave this earth unprofited,

There is a dayspring from on high
on all your aspirations shed ;
A quickening in the dusk beyond :
seeds of resurgence in the tomb,
Whence, called as by some wizard's wand,
you shall re�burgeon forth and bloom!
And all the frustrate deeds and dreams
you would have dreamed on earth, and done,
Shall yet have ripening ' neath the beams
of our own dear and daily sun.
International TheosojJ !i ical Headquarters
Point Loma, Ct1/1fo rn ia
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<'\�--� ERE is a question often asked, which for the sake of in� quirers deserves to be exhaustively answered. The search
,
�� � for an adequate philosophy of life is a tremendous business
�F-� far more vital than the search for a profession, the choice
-

of a wife, the question of one's political platform, etc. It concerns not
a man ' s one life merely, but his entire evolution ; success or failure in
his search may mean a difference of many life-times of progress. Proba
bly the most pathetic picture life holds is that of a man seeking Truth
and failing to find it. To be sure, he who demands it and will accept
nothing else, will in his own way and in his own time find it. But who
has not felt his heart ache for the battling and bruising such a nature
must experience in the search? So that any man who comes to a Theoso
phist with the question " Is Theosophy practical? " whether his question
be due to a disinclination to admit that he sees that it is, or whether
he really wants to know, is entitled to the deepest consideration and
most exhaustive explanation of the matter.
When bringing her philosophy to the West in 1875, H. P. Blavatsky
declared that she brought nothing new, but only the most ancient world
truths linked together and freed from the obscuration of creed and dogma :
in other words - the Ancient Wisdom-Religion. Now it must be con
ceded that if there is any surety or stability in man and the universe,
the basis of all things must be TRUTH. Also, that anything which has
lasted from time immemorial and whose presence can be traced from
the earliest antiquity - identical in essence in its earliest and in its
latest manifestation - must be TRUTH or some portion of it.
Theosophy can be shown to be identical with the essential religions
and sacred teachings as far back in history as research is able to go.
Upon this identity of Theosophy with the deepest wisdom of all ages
Theosophists base their right, in part at least, to call their philosophy
TRUTH. I say they base their claim in part upon this identity. Its
further j ustification lies in their own test and experience of the teachings
as applied to the problems of life. In it they have sought satisfaction
for their hunger for Truth and it has satisfied that hunger.
Let us look at the essentials of this philosophy and see if these claims
really are j ustifiable. Happily there is no Personal God here to warn
us off the premisses or discourage our earnest desire for enlightenment
by an all-befogging inscrutableness - did someone say ' camouflage ' ? !
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- - into which it is sacrilege to pry. " Man, Know Thyself, " is the open
sesame to those wide planes of thought and meditation characteristic
of the ancient healthful Truth-lovers of Hellas. And if " God " - or
better, The Infmite - " moves in a mysterious way his (Its) wonders
to perform ", the key to the mysteriousness, Theosophy says, is locked
up in our own hearts, and we have full liberty to seek it out whenever
we choose -- the sooner the better, for us and for our fellows.
First, we have the fundamental Theosophic keynote of man's im
mortality, as " he was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be
' Life '
without end, Amen ! " As has been pointed out by other writers on this
subject, the one eternal fact, undeniable, which forever confronts a man,
is that which is summed up in two words - the expression of the only
fact he really knows concerning himself · " I AM ! " - I AM ! Of that
much I am sure. I may be an adherent of this sect for a time, or I may
subscribe to another creed, or I may learn that I am after all nothing
but an illusion of Mortal Mind ; I may be a millionaire, a beggar, a
thief - the one thing that cannot change about me is my I AM-ness.
Through all my change of faith and fortune I never change my convic
tion that I AM.
Suppose that I try to think of myself as ceasing to be - can I do it?
Can you do it? Can you think of yourself as a negation - as not? Try
the experiment and see if when you have succeeded in achieving extinc
tion in thought from the realm of Be-ness, some aggravatingly intrusive
little brain-\vave does not ripple in with that annoying query : " Now
I wonder how I shall feel when I arn like that? " - you notice it 's still
" I " and " I AM " although you are contemplating yourself as " a thing
of nought. "
No, it simply cannot be done ! Drive your thought back to the limit
of elimination and you will never be able to eliminate the conscious
ness of consciousness. And j ust as consciousness refuses to grasp or
contemplate a finis, so it is likewise incapable of contemplating its be
ginning. I t is simply I AM in one form or another, in the past, now,
and all the time.
So here is one principle of Theosophic thought which seems to be
fairly justified in calling itself TRUTH. And it is, moreover, a restate
ment of the belief proper to the most ancient races of mankind, one of
the age-old concepts of the Wisdom-Religion.
The next principle we may take up is the Theosophical teaching that
man is a Soul - his essential Divinity.
Two poles of . contemplation inhere in all religious thought, which,
by the way, originate not in creed or dogma, although now so firmly
crystallized there, but in the nature of man himself. These are, theo486
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logically expressed : God and the Devil, Heaven and Hell, Angel and
Demon, Righteousness and Sin, Bliss and Damnation ; in Theosophical
terms, Duality. There is no quarrel, I believe, between Theosophy
and theology as to the existence of a Divine Source of all things; the
difference arises in the conception each holds as to the nature of Deity.
Each, however, is agreed that all things in this universe spring from a
divine source. To this divine source or Deity is universally attributed
omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence, and immortality. This being
the case, a logical mind will argue that Truth must be an attribute of
Deity, must indeed be the very nature of Deity, in which case Truth
must be, as we know it to be, eternal and undying - it always has been
and always will be. Arguing from this premiss then, what must we
think, from the standpoint of mere logic and reason, quite independently
of what our own hearts tell us, of the nature of that in us which says
' I AM ' eternally? Are we not to argue that it must necessarily be an
aspect of Truth and hence of Divinity, and hence of Deity Itself and hence indwelling and identical in all men - ·wHENCE THE INEVITABI
LITY OF HL"MAN SOLIDARITY - UNIVERSAL BROTHEirnOOD? !
So it ap
peals to me, and were I looking for the support of logic to an already
firmly-established conviction of man's divine nature, such would be
my argument. The alternative - that the opposite pole, the demon,
wrong, sin, untruth, should be the origin of the universe and source of
all, is certainly unthinkable. There may be those who harbor such a
monstrous thought as this -- - all things being possible in this world but certainly no rational-minded Theosophist. So the essential Divinity
of man can be justly shown to be one of the aspects of eternal TRUTH.
Now as to the third great Theosophic doctrine - Karma - - or the
law of absolute harmony between cause and effect.
Truth is ever just, harmonious, symmetrical ; it is the one word
adequately applied to all that is rightly and justly fashioned : of true
proportion, true in form, of true construction, and so forth. Hence,
if we postulate a universe called forth by Divine Will, fashioned in ac
cordance with that Will, and governed by It, the laws of that universe
must be laws of absolute j ustice, absolute proportion, absolute order
and symmetry, which, despite apparent inequalities and injustices,
really bring to each man the exact resultant of his own actions. Such
are the laws which the Theosophist accepts under the workings of Karma
- absolute justice without possibility of chance or caprice ; this justice,
to be sure, is only rendered evident taken in conjunction with its com
plementary doctrine of Reincarnation, the latter being in itself a recog
nition of the innate symmetry and proportion of the universal plan.
So, upon grounds of pure logic and reason, quite independent of the
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inner and unanswerable conviction of the heart of man, essential teach
ings of the Theosophical philosophy of life are shown to be in harmony
with the most rational conception of Truth, as far as we are able to under
stand it. And having at some length, endeavored to satisfy the inquirer
of this fact, we are in a position more justly to consider the question,
" Is Theosophy practical? "
As far as I have been able to make out, this question is asked by two
main classes of mind : the superficial materialist, and the ardent intel
lectual searcher for the truth. The deep thinker who is spiritually-minded,
immediately on finding Theosophy, is drawn to it without questioning,
because it satisfies his deepest thoughts and yearnings. The man whose
intellectualism is warmed and tempered by the heart-force, sees by the
light of the heart that the doctrines of Theosophy are true and do satisfy.
Each of the above-mentioned inquirers means something different by
his question. The first generally means : Can I make it add to my success
in gaining a name in the world, in amassing worldly possessions and
acquiring fame and position? The second means : Will it fit in with the
general scheme of the universe which after long research and intellectual
study I have worked out?
Needless perhaps to say, there are some who have asked the question
with these thoughts in mind and have satisfactorily proved, as they think,
that the answer must be in the negative. Well, to a large extent it must ;
although it can be shown that a little of the right kind of study and ap
plication of Theosophy will make of a business man a better business
man, and of an intellectualist a better educated and more perfectly
equipped intellectualist. But here is the question : Does the world
want more business acumen, more skill in amassing wealth, more ability
in driving a hard bargain, in order to render it a better place to live in
in order to hasten human evolution? Does it need more intellectualism,
more theorizing, more formulae, to solve the problems of life? Theoso
phists think not and would never have accepted or championed the
doctrines of Theosophy did they merely tend to these ends.
But the materialist, who despite his materialism is earnestly seeking
something bigger and better than he has yet been able to find in life,
can certainly receive an affirmative answer to his question, if he chooses
to seek it himself. So also can the intellectualist who is willing to en
large his viewpoint and perceive something more than intellectualism
in life.
Theosophy is practical - when put into practice. Theosophy is
applicable to the needs of daily life for him who will apply it.
Now a philosophy of life is required in order to answer a man's mental
and spiritual needs, not to bolster up or corroborate his personal view
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or theory of life, not to satisfy a personal and peculiar want. The phi
losophy will not answer all his questions, no philosophy will ; the most
it can do, if it be a genuine philosophy, is to show him how to find his
answers : he rnust do all the finding.
Theosophy is practical : why? Because it is a sure and certain help
in fulfilling the function of life. And the function of life is - whether
we are willing to admit it or not - to develop character, to gain experi
ence for the sake of the Divine Self in us. Oh, to be sure, I can hear
certain emiF1ently ' practical ' minds objecting : " That ' s soaring. Where
would the world be if we all shut up our business offices and went to
cultivating our souls? ! " Well, where would it be? - - it certainly could
not be much nearer perdition and dissolution than it is today. But as
a matter of fact you are not asked to stop doing business - although
there would be no harm in doing it a little more like human beings and
less heartlessly. You are not asked to relinquish any of the normal and
necessary activities of your daily life, but you are asked to realize that
these represent but one side of the picture. And here is the gist of the
matter - the actual point at which Theosophy is more practical than
any other philosophy or religion to be found today. It shows a man the
essentials of life and it shows him where to seek the answer to his question
ings. That is what we want today - not to know more about how to
do what we are already doing, but to know why we are doing it and
whither the doing of it is to lead us. For centuries men have been taught
to look outside of themselves for light and guidance. At some point in
world-history those powers which assuredly represent the Lower Self
of humanity, succeeded in getting hold of religion, and once having got
control of it they deliberately gave it a twist so as to make it serve their
own ends. The devil in every man is continually seeking to cow him
with Fear
to kill his self-confidence and keep him in subjection to
its behests. Enemies of human progress have deliberately adopted the
same plan - and the majority of humanity has allowed itself to be fooled.
Practical? Why orthodox religion is, for the most part, the most ridicu
lously unpractical doctrine that could have been devised ! And if a
man nurtured in the accepted religious dogmas of today achieves true
spiritual enlightenment and liberation from the Lower Self, it is in spite
of his religious training, not because of it !
Who ever heard of a man attaining self-confidence, self-respect,
self-mastery, brought up on the doctrine that he is naturally, innately,
originally, and by the very nature of things, a miserable sinner ; that
he is absolutely impotent to redeem himself, his only chance being to
rely on some external power, some personal God, who being responsible
for getting him into this state of sin, " out of his infinite love and mercy, "
-
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is alone capable of extricating him, " to his infinite glory and praise " ?
So the materialist may find the practical help o f Theosophy i n the
injunction it gives to " Look inward. " Those two words, rightly under
stood and followed out, by changing his point of view from the super
ficial to the inner life, at once give him a sense of proportion and show
him where to seek for guidance in all his perplexities - to the ever
present God within, impersonal, universal, immortal. Outwardly his
course of action may change but little, yet by obeying that injunction,
every act of his life down to the smallest detail becomes infused with
a new meaning, the ultimate result of which must be the reconstruction
of his entire course of action and habits.
To the second questioner Theosophy brings practical assistance by
supplying the missing note in his life, in the Heart-Doctrine. He has
become confused and cold in his outlook on life by supposing that it
could be interpreted and understood from the standpoint of the intellect
alone. Theosophy shows him that it is not an intellectual scheme worked
out intellectually - it is the expression of a great Heart-Force whose
laws are rhythmical and harmonious. Find that heart-force in your own
life, it tells him ; find the wells of sympathy in your own being
look
inward, and you will find that " There is Africa and all her marvels in
us." Then the narrow one-sided outlook which has been responsible
for so many of your perplexities and confusions will broaden its scope
so as to take in all its phases, enabling you to see life from other points
of view besides your own . You will then become a practical idealist,
in place of an unpractical theorist ; your philosophy of life will be based
on knowledge instead of assumptions.
The great idea to be borne in mind is that the practical things of life
are not necessarily the tangible, material things ; indeed, some of the
wisest peoples of all ages have shown that these are the illusions of life,
as opposed to the things of the spirit which are truly the realities. Ob
viously, the practical things of life are those most essential to the right
living of it. Since the only real and lasting thing in man is his inner
nature, the practical things of life must be those pertaining to a clear
and rational understanding of the constitution and laws governing this
nature, and concerning these things a practical philosophy of life must
give enlightenment. Theosophy does give this enlightenment, and he
who after studying and applying it to his life still maintains that it is not
practical, has either got hold of a bogus form of Theosophy, or else is
in need of recognising and acknowledging honestly what are the really
practical things of life. Let him study history and remember that no
nation has been ·able to throw off decline and ultimate annihilation by
means merely of a thriving commercial life, tremendous material re-
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sources, brilliant intellectual activity, boundless wealth, and the comforts
and conveniences of a high order of civilization. As all growth is from
within outward, so all decline is from within outward. That life is alone
entitled to be called sane and practical in which there is balance and
harmony between the forces of head and heart, in which there is equi
librium between the outer and the inner, between matter and spirit.

